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Library Gard:ens
-Dedicated Sunday

LIBRARY DEDICATIONS —
Two reading gardens behind
the Calloway County Library
were dedicated to Max and
Mavis Hurt and W. Vernon
Hale at a ceremony Sunday at
the library. Ronnie Jfckson
(top left photo, left), chairman
of the library trustees, also announced:the dedication of41e
"Arts Connection" in honor of
Dr. A. H. Kopperud. Before the
ceremony, (bottom left photo,
right) Kopperud chatted with
Dr. Harry Sparks (left) and
Jim Nelson, director of the
state library system. Special
guest speaker was (top photo)
Dr. Thomas Clark, historian
and author of several Kentucky
books.

S•
U•

Two reading gardens and the
"Arts Connection" breezeway,
linking the Calloway County
Library and the Arts Annex,
were dedicated Sunday in an
afternoon outdoor ceremony.
The area northwest of the
library was named "The Max
and Mavis Hurt Reading
-Garden, the land directly
behind the library was named
"The W. Vernon Hale Reading
Garden." The recentlyconstructed breezeway, referred to as the "Arts Connection," was named for Dr. A. H.
Kopperud.
Financial gifts from family
and friends to the Hurts' 50th
and 60th anniversaries were
donated to the library for the
landscaping of the garden.
Max Hurt, a library trustee
and past president of the
organization, was unable to attend the ceremony due to illness.
The Hale family donated the
land to the Aibrary where its
..
garden is located.
Members of the Hale family
,
attended the ceremony.
Kopperud, treasurer of the
library trustees, worked closely with the "Arts'Connection"
project.
Within the next two years,
the connection will be enclosed
with glass and used as an. art
gallery and a facility for the
children's story hour,

Margaret Trevathan,
librarian,said.
'"The proiects were a total
community involvement. They
are for the public to enjoy as
well as thelibrary," Trevathan
said.
Future landscaping in the
gardens include additional
flower beds, swings and 11
gazebo,Trevathan said.
An outdoor regional art show
has been planned at the library
for the spring, Trevathan said.
"We're outgrowing our
building. We can't keep adding
books so we're going to utilize
the grounds," Trevathan said.
Each of the dedicated areas
was labeled by a plaque of
hand-forged letters, made by
blacksmith Gene Knight.
- Trevathan said anyone
wishing to donate funds or
materials for future landscaping should contact her at the
library.
Dr. Thomas Clark, noted
historian and author of several
books about Kentucky and
featured speaker of the day,
said librariesglay a key role in
Kentucky's ffiange from "an
agrarian state to an industrial
society.
"We cannot bring industry or
families . into a community
without having somethiag to offer them," Clark Said.
Libraries provide a place "to
continue to expand minds."

Jim Nelson, director of the
state library system, said he
was excited a corrununitv
"would come forth in
support of its library. Local
library success is due to the.
community"
Nelson also said, due to recent budget cuts, state library
resources will have to be
shared. The state will have tp
assume the leadership role to
help libraries across the state.
Rennie Jackson, chairman of
the library trustees, was
master of ceremonies. Walt Apperson, trustee, gave the invocation. Violin music was pro- vided by Irma Collins and Connie Ottway.
The ceremony was hosted by
the trustees and the Fnends of
the Library.
-

Schlikler
Plans --Speech

Israel Pledge Support,Cooperation

CAIRO, Egypt ,(AP) — The
United States and Israel gave
Egypt new assurances of support and cooperation in the
wake of President Anwar
Sadat's assassination.
Meanwhile, Egyptian
authorities said at least two
more suspects were being

sought in the slaying of Sadat,
and a machine gun attack on
the home of Interior Minister
Nabawy Ismail was reported
by police sources but denied by
the minister. a
Secretary of State Alexander
M. Haig Jr. announced Sunday
that U.S. forces will conduct

"very extensive" military exercises in Egypt next month.
with troops from Egypt and.
some Persian Gulf countries.
He said American B-$2
bombers might be used.
"We're going to have to
show our presence here from
time to time" to demonstrate

"that it is not fatal to be an ally
of the Unitedestates," Haig said
on NBC's "Meet the Press,"
broadcast from Cairo before
Haig returned to Washington.
Haig also said American officials are assessing the
possibility of accelerating
military aid to Egypt and its
southern neighbor, Sudan, the
only Arab state that openly supported Sadat's conciliation with
Israel, '
.'as a concrete
manifestation"of support.
He said Sudan is threatened
with increased subversion and
border tension fueled by Libya,
clothing store for 22 years.
and "we are looking for a stepHis wife, a native of up of deliveries of American
Mayfield, was an avid golfer equipment to this threatened
and well known in the Murray nation."
community.
The Soviet government

Planning, Fund Raising Begin
For New MSU Golf Course

Planning for a private fund"The capital gift campaign
raising campaign to support will permit all friends of the
the construction and university,and especially those
maintenance of an 18-hole golf who love golf, to make an incourse has been undertaken by vestment in a facility that will
the Murray State University aid in the recruitment of
Foundation.
students and the retention of
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, faculty and staff, as well as add
executive director of the foun- to the enjoyment and pride
dation, said a resolution ap- which alumni and friends have
proved by the foundation's in this institution," Hogancamp
board of trustees directs that said.
the capital funds gifts program
A $720,300 construction conMurray High School placed
be initiated to secure funding tract was awarded-for the 6,690- second in the Kentucky Theatre
for the golf course from private yard course in July to Salyers Association's Secondary School
SOUrCes.
Golf Course Construction, Inc., Drama Festival at Horse CaVe
L. D. Miller of Murray,a 1936 of Delaware, Ohio, and work this Weekend.
graduate of Murray State, began immediately. Other
The festival is a statecontest
donated a 173-acre tract of land developments will be made on in which any high school from
about six miles east of the main the site, according to Hogan- across the state can parcampus for the golf course in camp, as, funding becomes ticipate The winning school
1979. It will be named the available.
will represent Kentucky at the
Frances E. Miller Memorial
The course is expected to be Southeastern Theatre ConGolf Course in memory of his ready for play in the spring of ference. ,
Murray High, being the sewife, who died in late 1977.
1983.
Calling the golf course "a
Miller, a native of the Lynn cond place school, could repremajor asset to Murray State," Grove area of Calloway Coun- sent the state if the first place
Hogancamp said it will con- ty, has served as director of the school chooses not to partribute not only to the growth Murray Housing Authority and ticipate, Mark Etherton, Murand development of the univer- as secretary of the Murray ray coach,said.
The entry by Murray High
sity, but also to the larger com- Chamber of Commerce. He
munity.
was a part owner of a men's was "Reynard the Fox." All

MHS Finishes Second
In Drama Festival
three ,judges for the festival
were uniformly impressed with
Murray's production commenting on the excellent character
portrayals and high energy
levels sustained throughout the
performance, according to
Etherton.
Etherton said the play used
animals as characters to
parody human life.
Cast members from Murray
were Bill Bossing, Matt Harrington, Brian Doyle, Kellie
Overbey, Kate Shepard, Mike
Childress,and Kimberly Oles.
Etherton, Richard Valentine,
Debra Burgess, and Kimberly
Owens accompanied the group
to Horse Cave.

issued a statement' accf.sing
the United States of exerting
"gross pressure" on Egypt and
interfering in Egyptian affairs.
A State Department press officer said the accusation was
"hogwash."
In Jerusalem, Deputy Prime
Minister Simha Ehrlich said
Israel is firmly resolved to
carry out its commitments to
Egypt under the 1979 peace
treaty.
Under terms of the pact,
Israel is scheduled to withdraw
from the final third of the Sinai
Peninsula in April. Following
Sidat's assassination last
Tuesday, Israeli militants
demanded .the government
suspend withdrawal plans.
"It is very clear that we have
to go on with the peace process
even without Sadat — as if.
Sadat were still alive," Ehrlich
told Israel Radio .after a
Cabinet meeting Sunday,.
However, Ehrlich said Israel
sees no need to soften its position in the deadlocked Palestinian autonomy negotiations
with Egyptia;a gesture to the
new Egyptian government.

Jessica Schikler, executive
director of the Kentucky Commission on Women, will hold an
open forum at Murray State
University Tuesday, Oct. 13, at
8 p.m. in the Barkley Lecture
-Room of the University Center.
Schikler, will discuss Kentucky legislation, budget cuts
and the job outlook as it pertains to women.
A native of Madisonville,
Schikler was appointed executive director of the Commission on Women•by Gov. John Y:
Brown in May, 1981. Before her
appointment, Ms. Schikler
served as deputy commissioner
of the Department of Tourism
and executive director of the
Kentucky Civil Liberties
Union.
She has been active in
various women's groups, including the National Council of
Jewish Women, the YMCA
Youth Alternative Board and
the Federation of Business and
Professional Women. She has
also been involved with
women's rights activities that
include work with the Kentucky
Women's Agenda Coalition and
the Women's Political Caucus.

Purcell
Wins
Mel Purcell, tennis pro from
Murray, Kentucky, called late
this morning from Israel. Was
be jubilant!
He had just won the Israeli
Tennis Tournament, 6-1, .8-1.
More details will follow. He
-leaves this afternoon for Japan.

To Our Readers:
Some of you may notice a slight difference in the appearance of today's Murray Ledger & Times.
The reason for the change is we are now printing the
newspaper on the Mayfield Messenger's press. Since the fire
that destroyed our building, we have been printing at the
Paris(Term.)Post Intelligencer.
The reason for the change in appearance is Mayfield's
press requires slightly different specifications from Paris'
The change will be only temporary As soon as possible
your Murray Ledger & Times will be back to normal. We appreciate your patience and understanding

partly cloudy

Committee Claims $30 Million Savings
'Or

to-repay. Revenue bonds are
One of Adams' legacies is a. "In many instances, agen- paid for this type Of coverage.
Another suggestion, to paid off theoretically by the
current intensive review by the cies implement recommendacommittee of the governor's tions immediately upon com- develop a system of identifying money raised from the
reorganization and budget pletion of a review and often 'and selling surplus land, has facilities built.
"The staff estimated that
amenfiment powers, a source take action on anticipated yielded $1.1 million, according
$70 million and $150
another.
$2
between
with
report,
(it)
is
the
before
to
of periodic friction between the recommendations
million in excess property like- mipon would have been saved
legislative and executive completed," Adams said.
civic the life of bonds planned to
branches.
_ • In his report to the parent ly to bring $2
be issued in the 1980-82 bienCommis:
Research
Legislative'
"This confirms the wisdom of
An aspect of what might have nium,"the committee said. The creation of the oversight sion, Adams clillimed the
the 1978 - Legislature in
two
fiscal
been in the past
establishing the committee," committee was regarded as greatest success in dollars years came under the commit- HoWever, the legislators did
states
al
the
change
from
a
legillative
toward
not go along.with a -staff proiep Buddy Adams,D-Bewlinj another step
ze& *tee's hascllra dif-,.:Umst of pen'',Ma, HA collection of In-'
ractio
that
_ituatuidnagemeho
and
seeing
It*tiendIncetool
MiamnendatiOna ler- Which- tangible taxes, suth as interest
The total estimated aihount legislation is needed." .
Will
Worthwhile to continue it."
/none,' appropriatedon stocks and bonds, with state
saved or projected to be saved
However, Adams, who has. spent. - •
been
have
Eight
full
reviews
incomt
tax -collections. It
recommendneirly
committee
at
listed
'The
result
was
a
as
been chairman of the Commitcompleted, another 1 f s23 million.
ed a constitutional dmendment settled for a weaker
tee for Program Review and
preliminary reviews have been
•
which wouldenable tbe state to recommendation.
Investigation, no longer will be
finished and the committee is
A plan for the state to take Issue general obligation bonds No one really knows how at the helin.
bids orOfire and tornado in- in addition to revenue bonds — -much the state loses from
He decided not to rim again, at work on several more.
The
legislators
make'
recallwholeheartedly err if three-fifths of the General failure to collect intangible
surance,
and last Wednesday was namMendations in their reviews dorsed by the administration, AsseinKvapprovas.
taxes, but the Revenue Departed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
and
then
follow
up,
six
months
ment estimate is $7.5 million a
a
General
about
otAigatlen
Wads
as thegovernor's liaison officer
is expected to save
later with a second look.
million annually in premiums carry the promise of the state year.
With the General Assembly.
By SY RAMSEY
,FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In almost three years of watching state spending, a
legislative oversight committee claims actual or potential
savings of at least$30 million.

Partly cloudy today
with highs in the low to
mid 70s. Becoming
mostly cloudy tonight
with a chance of showers.
Lows in the mid 50s.
Considerable cloudiness
Tuesday with a continued
chance of showers.
Warmer with highs
around 80.
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War Qrstoori
Expected HuPtOuth
rs getting $300 and non.
ATLANTA(AP) — Preindent era0 Surrounding the Cle• fi.
rners $299.
Reagan
launched "a war hthe national g
on the poor' with new welfare /Mold deliberatezriaft ,More than 100,000 mostly
coule peer and black workers have
policies th4 will cause more• practices that will
suffering in the South than any so—loaity----human—eallliillttelenr-altZET-A-jobs-deliffsettialwefederal action this century, a smog blacks and white& dirt7side work experience and
-• altllb, and they soon "will have
non-profit research group Southern soil."
The new federal budget "will :be other choice than to be
charged today.
Forty percent of Southern make the poor poorer, and *Mon g the numbers of
recipients of Aid to Families mdsee the ineentives jet the,employed poor and attempt
enter a more restricted
with Dependent Children will poor to work,"Suitts *fete.
The average menthly ftelfare system," it said.
be cut from the rolls by mid1982.and 20 percent more will disposable income far•ulerti 4- A 3 percent cut in the 1902
have their benefits slashed if ing Georgia mother receivhig Medicaid budget will mean a
is $405, or $82 more than ioss of $105 million to the
all of Reagan's proposals to
alter the nation's welfare a non-working mother would region,the report added.
. The council was formed in
system are adopted, according receive. But under
1940s to work for equal opto a report released by the changes, he said,the
SW.
unity in the South.
Atlanta-based Southern would be $1 a nidnth
Regional Council.
As the home of a third of the
nation's poor and half of the
country'ed—peor blacks, the
South will be hit hard by
changes in AFDC and programs such as Medicaid, food
stamps and the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act,
Prhat lay Barracks, less than.a mile
LONDON (AP)
the report said.
The report said one-tenth of Minister Margaret Thattbili _lir= Buckingham Palace, at
• the more than 2.1 million AFDC attacked American supporters • lunchtime Saturday.
The explosion killed Nora
recipients in an 11-state of the Irish Republican Army
Southern region will lose their as police braced for more Irisk. *led, who was shopping, and
'injured 38 people, including 22
' benefits in the next five months terrorism in England.
Mrs. Thatcher visited vic- ofthe guardsmen.
because of-new federal eligibiliThe IRA's Provisional wing
tims of an IRA nail bomb in,
ty regulations.
Another 20 percent of AFDC London and said she told two said the bomb was intended for
recipients could be removed if Americans she encountered at a military target, the busload
of guardsmen. But police said
requirements to report income the hospital:
guerrilla who set off the
States
"Go
back
to
the
United
on a inonthly basis are strictly
enforced, while another 10 per- and tell people there never to "bomb probably was standing
cent could be removed by send any money to Norsk!.Now less than 100 yards away to
Reagan's proposed 1982 budget you imow what it is used for." - 'Iaufait the arrival of the bus and
.The prime minister's ittaCh was aware of the pedestrians In
cuts,the reportsaid.
the area.
on
the Northern Ireland
The 11 states in the region
covered by the report are organization in New. Yoritt±, After touring the scene of the
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, which raised $250,000 for thlt ithplosion and visiting the 13
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississip- IRA during its hunger strihest "ilhost seriously injured victims
pi, North Carolina, South the MazePrison in Belfast,wait Aunday, Mrs. Thatcher again
Carolina, Tennessee; Texas echoed by the brother-in-law of - ,nowed that she would .never
a 59-year-old widow killat by ',pant the IRA the political
and Virginia.
fecognition that was the goal of
"These numbers for the basic the nail bomb.
U*hunger strike.
"I would like Arnett
programs affecting the poor
."The people 'who did this
add up like a casualty list in whose money supports the
litre murderers, murderers,"
wartime," said the report, to see just how it is used —
written by Steve Suitts, the -kill elderly innocent Women," .:•he said. "These people are
council's executive director, said Robert Tassano."All their last criminals without regard
and Richard Lyle, its former sympathy seems to go to the ter human life and limb.'
IRA and never to their - Scotland Yard, the I radon
research director.
police force, warned that the
"Indeed the numbers suggest *thus."
The -bomb, filled with 64nch *lack one week after the end of
that the national governmenthas now transferred the war on nails, was in a parked Van and the seven-month-long prison
poverty of 15 years ago to a war wig detonated by a control whir" .11101t may be the start of'a new
as a bus carrying 23Irish IRA campaign of violence in
on the poor today," they wrote.
"The fact is that not since the Guar& arrived at Chelsea M' lengland.

Thatcher Blasts
IRA SuppOrters

f

As a child you were probably constantly on the go—
running, biking, playing. Well, just because you're
over 65 doesn't mean you can't enjoy exercise. Fact is,
regular exercise has the same benefits for you now as
it did when you were younger. It improve* your heart
and lung efficiency. It helps You maintain weight and
muscular flexibility. It makes you feel and look better.
So, check with your physician righl awe?. Then, start
a regular program of walking, biking, swimming or
aerobic dancing. You're never tOo old to exercise.
Staying fit and healthy is one thing we can all do to
help hold down health care costs. And to help meet.
health care costs when they do occur, look into
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Medicare Supplement
Programs. You may choom either a High Option or
Regular Medicare Supplement Program to meet your
specific need.

7

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Research and
Education Institute for Women
Inc., a research arm of the
Kentucky Commission on
Women, may prove to be the
silver lining in the clouded
financial picture the conunission faces.

•

•
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Codlpiete and mail tO: Special Accounts Division, Blue Cross
&meatus Shield of Kentucky;9901 Linn Station Road,
Louisville, KY 40223.
I am interested in details about your Medicare eupplonent •

:
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The agency did strongly endorse moving the retarded out
of institutions and said Friday
that the state should speed up
its efforts to develop community homes and apartments for
them.
A proposal that could mean
large institutions for the
retarded would no longer be
built in Kentucky was approved
by the agency. The proposal
must be adopted by a statewide
health-planning agency to
becomeDfficial.
"It's a great victory!" said
Louise Underwood, president
of the Concerned Families of
Hazelwood, after the agency
dropped its recommendation to
close the center.
That recommendation had
brought about protest from

hundreds of angy Hazelwood
parents who contended their
children would be exposed to
danger if they left the
institution.
Included in the agency's proposal on how mentalretardation services should be
delivered in western Kentucky,
that recommendation has no
force of law.
State officials only decide
whether Hazelwood would
close.
The Department for Human
Resources, which operates the
center, "has not and does not
now endorse any plan" that
would close the canter, a
department spokesman said
this week.
But Mrs. Underwood said
Friday, "We still don't- want
any official recommendation
coining out that would suggest
closing Hazelwood," an old 220bed tuberculosis hospital.
While Health Systems
Agency-West abandoned the
Hazelwood recommendation, it

approved the rest of its plan,
which says the state should immediately begin developing the
services that the retarded need
to live'in neighborhood homes.
Though vaguely worded, one
part of the plan apparently
says no new facilities for. the
mentally retarded could be approved if they are larger.than
15 beds.
That would mean the state
could not replace Hazelwood
with another hospital, if the
plan were adopted as the
state's official health plan, said
the plan's author,Bart Perkey.
Nor could any other institutions for the retarded, public or
private, be built if they havemore than 15 beds, said
Perkey. Kentucky now has 10
such institutions.
The agency's plan now goes
to the Statewide Health Coordinating Council, which decides
what the state health plan will
include. The plan is then used
by the Certificate of Need and
Licensure Board to decide
which health projects get built.

411.6 4141441110084.1prisi,'- Mill1111111•10.011110111111.

education in Philadelphia," he
said, praising the endurance of
the strikers.
The 22,000 union members,
including 13,000 teachers and
8,000 non-teaching staff
members, face fines, jail or
dismissal if they fail to heed the
court order.
During an 11-week strike in
1973, the PFT defied a back-towork order, and a judge jailed
its top two leaders, imposed a
$160,000 fine and added $10,000
more each day the contempt
continued.
'
The current strike began
Sept. 8 over the school board's
efforts to trim a $223 million
budget deficit by laying off

,511 employees, rescind a 10
percent pay hike and increase
class site. The union says the
moves violated a contract signed last year after a three-week
strike. - Bradley ruled that although
public employees in Pennsylvania are permitted to
strike when they are
negotiating a new contract, the
teachers were already working
under a contract, negotiated
last year, when they walked off
the job at the city's 273 schools.
Superintendent Michael Marcase has told the city's 213,000
students they would begin
classes , Tuesday if enough
teachers reported to, work
today to begin preparations.

Balloonists Complete. Flight
SAVANNAH, Ga. .(AP) —
Their Super Chicken III
roosting on a coastal island, the
two men who made the first
non-stop balloon trip across the
United States chose sleep over
celebration at the end of their
2,500-mile flight.
"We're all about in the same
tired state," co-pilot Fred Gorrell, 40, said Sunday night in a
telephone interview. He and

John Shoecraft, 38, breezed
across the country in two days.
The Phoenix, Ariz.
businessmen were saving the
champagne for today. when
they planned to retrieve the
polyethylene balloon and eggshaped gondola -- for which the
craft was named — from
Blackbeard Island just south of
Savannah, Gorrell said. They
spent the night at a motel.

Institute Can Accept
Tax Deductible Gifts

4

Use the coupon to get complete details.

_

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
recommendation to _close tbe
Hazelwood center for the mentally retarded in Louisville by
the end of the 1980s has been
dropped by the Kentucky
Health Systems Agency-West.

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Striking city teachers were
urged by their union to defy a
court order to return to work today, despite the threat of fines,
jail sentences and dismisals.
"If that's what it takes to put
our contract put in place, I
guess that's what it takes,"
John Murray, president of the
Philadelphia Federation of
Teachers, told 300 union
members Sunday. His remarks
were the union's first official
reply to the injunction issued
Wednesday by Common Pleas
Judge Edward Bradley that
ordered an end to the monthlong walkout.
School officials, meanwhile,
said they hoped enough
teachers would return to work
-today to enable classes to
resume Tuesday. There would
have been no school today
anyway because of the Columbus Day holiday.
Murray said he was prepared
to go to jail rather than send
teachers back to work without
their disputed contract in force.
"Don't lose sight of this one
fact. It's very important and
you have done it: you have closed down the Philadelphia
school system. There is no

Don't act
your age.

_.

Recommendation To Close
Hazelwood CenterDropped

Union Urges Philly Teachers
To Defy Return To Work Order

444

Prorpires,„4„...,
.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETS — The newly-elected officers of the
Jackson Purchase Section of the American Society of Quality Control recently
met at the Heublin Company,Paducah,to discuss 190142 activities. Officers include (from left) John P. Wallace, program and arrangements chairman,
General Tire, Mayfield; F. Alan Adams,publicity chairman,General Tire; Joe
Reeves, membership chairman, IOG Railroad, Paducah; James Sexton,
secretary,General Tire; J. D.Johnson;treasurer,IGC Railroad; Ronald Jones,
vice chairman, General Tire; James D. Farris, examining chairman, General
Tire; Arthur-Pmnpf, chairmanr Heublin Company; and Barry L. Fowler, berg
points monitor, General Tire. Not shown, are Bob Boeschel, editor, General
Tire; and E.E. Atkins, auditing chairman,B.F. Goodrich Chemical, Calvert City.

011101 Linn Union IWO
14411044.141111unkr
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programs we want to do, there
had to be a way to seperate the
ingitute from the 'state
budget," she said. "As long as
we keep the money separate,
and don't mix up the
functioning of the staff, this is
possible. Also, the institute will
be working with other women's
organizations."
• Jessica Schikler, director of
The institute has already
th0 conunission„say" gie non- received several contributions
profit institute can legally ae- from individuals, Ms. Schikler
_ -bu_ said and a $1,500 grant from
• ,„ •
-- centlions from foundations, corens
• Louisville, which will be used to
porations and individuals:.
With a budget of just $114,000 pay fog an economics seminar
annually, which barely pays for women held last month.
the bills, Ms. Schikler
Ms. Schikler said she has
acknowledges the Importance hired Gail Duckworth, 20, of
oftheinititute.
Owensboro to serve at project
"In order to carry out Our director of the institute.
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Letters Seek
Contributions
me to
WASHINGTON (AP) — It is "He's personally asked
holding
you're
why
out
find
a scene that could wring tears
back.
from a computer.
"Shall I show him your conPresident Reagan sits alone
of $120 ... or whatever
tribution
long
a
in the aval Office,late in
convenient for
that's
amount
day, the worries of a nation furasked. "Or
letter
the
you?"
rowing his brow: deficits,
said he
you've
him
tell
I
shall
nuclear strategy, inflation, the
alone?"
fight
must
Middle East,and more.
That obviously is nonsense.
Yet, as if that weren't
is going to tell Reagan
Nobody
enough, some deadbeat has
about your $120,or the
anything
the
$120
tbe
failed to kick in
it.
of
lack
Republican Party wants for its
But the mailbox is full of
1982 campaign fund. Reagan,
these days. Ever
nonsense
portrayed as gravely concernng wizards
fund-raisi
the
since
ed, wants to know why.
the dunwork,
to
computers
put
A computer has been crankgo out
letters
and
cards
ning
ing out letters that conjure that
.
addressed
personally
scene, and signing Sen. Bob
People write those letters.
Packwood's name. Or was, unhands do not intervene
Human
aide
til White House political
It's all done by
that.
after
Lyn Nofziger put a stop to that
as the process
But
machines.
particular fund-raising
more impersonal, the
becomes
.
message.
messages become
Packwood said he didn't mass-mailed personal.
cloyingly
more
and
himself
letter
write the
And the message doesn't
besides, the gimmick was
fit the fake signature at
always
an
working. His Republic
Packwood, for exbottom.
the
Senatorial Campaign Commitletter carries on
His
ample.
of
tee sent out thousands
dreadful liberals.
those
about
copies, personally addressed,
must stop us
they
know
"They
courtesy of the computer.
s fully
American
before
"Forgive me for saying this, in 1982,
of
harvest
bountiful
the
reap
but you're causing the presiprograms,"
-Senate
Reagan
the
the
dent grave concern,"
"Because once
message began. "Why hasn't it says.
how good things
sees
America
President Reagan heard from
won't get in
liberals
the
be,
can
you? ...
again."
Packwood is one of the more
WRITE A LETTER
Republicans in the
liberal
welcomed
are
'Letters to the editor
Senate, too liberal for New
and encouraged. All letters must be
Right tastes. They probably
sigried by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
would have him on their list of
included for verification. The phone
targets, but he doesn't
election
number will not be published.
until 1986.
again
run
and
Letters should be typewritten
And even if a lot of people
double-spaced whenever possible
send in $120, Packwood is not
and should be on topics of general
likely to be telling Reagan
interest.
Editors reserve the nght to
about it just now. The White
condense or reject any letter and
House welcome mat is not out
limit frequent writers.
the Oregon senator,since he
for
Address - correspondence to -.is leading the Republican
Editor, The Murray Ledger di
opposition to Reagan's planned
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
arms deal with Saudi Arabia.
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Looking Back
Agree Or Not

• 10 Years .4g()

Views Differ On Succession

Forty-one employees of the
Tappan Company, Murray
Division, with 25 years service
were honored Oct. 9 at a dinner
by the company. Dick Tappan
of Mansfield, Ohio, presented
the presentations.
Army Specialist Fourth
Galon Loyd Outland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. G. Outland, was.
assigned to the 172nd Infantry
Brigade at Fort Richardson,
Alaska.
Births reported included a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Mat-yin Weatherford,Oct. 7.
A picture of the eighth grade
elBS$ at Murray High School,
April 20, 1907, was published.
The picture belonged to Ada
Simmons.

job.
and politics knows that Ken- may be looking for another
a short
is
term
year
four
A
e
executiv
chief
tucky's
it is_true,
rewards his political friends period for a governor,
successive
of
opponents
but
the
and punishes his enemies.
a goverThat is to be expected for that terms can argue that
four
first
his
spend
nor
would
the
is human nature, but
house
political
building
years
amendment against a governor
as insure
succeeding himself reverts to with such strength to
succession.
his excessive power.
While Berry generally gave
Outgoing gotrernors have
good -marks on the adBrown
the
announce
to
been known
on to date, it seemed
ministrati
construction of roads, public
of a tongue-in-cheek
somewhat
governbuildings and other
n
Berry made that a
observatio
ment projects just before an
would have a'
governor
future
election hoping such andisposal and
his
at
helicopter
nouncements will prove
move about
to
funds
public
use
beneficial at the polls to the
road proannounce
to
state
the
man he is supporting to succarry cabinet
and
jects
ceed him.
to announce
If a governor is permitted to members with him their good
explain
and
others
succeed himself, it is
shortly before
reasonable to argue that many deeds in office
election
an
road project announcements
Berry didn't mention the fact
would be held up during the last
Brown has just returned
that
Vivo years of the governor's
such a sashay across the
from
term to be announced at the
"taking government to
in
state
his
canto
tittle
most valuable
to hear what they
the
people"
didacy just a few months
and to announce
say
to
have
before the election.
in highway
dollars
of
millions
Under the present system, inof interest
others
and
projects
been
coming governors have
areas.
local
the
of
to
people
known, and it is not an uncomABOUT THIS PAGE
The fact that the vote on the
Editorials, columns and other
mon occurrence, to cancel
amendment comes next month
opinionated articles on this page are
proother
and
highway
many
presented for the purpose of
to be in the projects announced by his just happens
providing a forum for the free
time and had
of
gression
contracts
opinions
Road
rs.
differing
of
excMinge
predecesso
do
with the goverto
nothing
r
Ledo
The
Murray
at
We
that have been let have been
trip,
so he says.
recent
nor's
Tunes strongly believe that to limit
the
so
be
car.celled
known to
onmionated articles to only those
new governor can use the road
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
money for pet projects of his
tw i dissersmeet,ri,um readers
own.
Therefore, we encourage rea.ter,
It always has been the
who do nut agree with ao editorial
custom in Kentucky politics
stand Or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column. or
that a governor favors his
other article, to respond with ,Iticir
hometown and district with
feelings on the particular issues
valuable road or other 'Dear Editor,
some
being discussed with a letter to The
I am shocked, and appalled
projects.
editor
By the same token if an issue has
After all, a governor appoints by the recent assassination of
not been discussed on thi.. page and
his own cabinet, and these are Egyptian President Anwar
a reader feels that the issue merits
people who oversee the -Sadat! This was a terrorist act,
the
the attention of the genei.il public.
we welcome a letter to the editor'or
spending of the greater part of (no doubt and seems to 'cry
an authored article on whatever that
several billion dollars every out' the name. 'assassin'
topic !night be
four years. They do as the (definition) 'A murderer, esp.
governor tells them, or they one who carries out a plot to kill
a public official or other prominent person.
After watching the late news,
and some foreign students
views, on this senseless killing,
I believe these students should.
of go back where they came from,
Headline is a service for because of the receipt
tion 'if' they think things will be betsenior citizens. Its purpose is to wWorkmans Compensa
public ter, now Sadat is dead! Assasanswer questions and solve and certain tither
sians and terrorists are the
an era of money supermarkets problems. If you have a ques- disability benefits.
same in any country, no matter
By CHET CURRIER
a
Essentially, benefits under
catering to just about every tion or a problem not answered
law what name they hide behind.
in these columns, write to Federal, State, or local not
Sincerely
' NEW YORK (AP) - Any conceivable financial need.
that was
Bankers, who have been ef- Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., based on work
Danny M. Rogers time four major firms from a
under
nt
-employme
Rte 8, Box 74, Murray
single industry are snapped up fectively kept out of the action West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. covered
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cause
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ion can
ths, it's safe to conclude that their operations, may soon ly, but you must include a self- Compensat in Social Security
reduction
envelope.
fray
stamped
,
the
into
addressed
in
charge
that
are
afoot
big changes
Specifically
themselves. Donald Regan,the The most useful replies will be disability benefits.
business.
benefits,
VA
all
are
excluded
Today is Monday, Oct. 12, the
That's exactly what has hap- longtime Wall Street executive printed in thiscolumn.
and 285th day of 1981. There are 80
benefits
ed
needs-bas
HEARTLINE: I am enclospened since last spring in the who is now Treasury secretary,
State, or local benefits
has called for a sweeping ing a newspaper article which Federal, covered employment, days left in the year. history:
securities industry.
on
based
Today's highlightin
appeared in the Murray, Ky.,
The nation's largest retailer, review of those laws.
compensa
Workers'
than
On Oct. 12th, 1492, Christopher
other
newspaper
h,
Times
Ledger and
Sen. Jake Garn, R-Uta
the largest insurance company,
discovered America.
Columbus
tion.
the biggest credit-card com- chairman of the Senate Bank- column in September. It staes
other
date:
this
several
On
were
There
ns
pany and a giant international ing Committee, introduced a that nearly 12,000 Kentuckia
-In 1942, American forces
changes in his area, only havcommodities firm all have gone bill a few days ago to change or will lose Social Security
the Japanese in the
defeated
other
certain
with
do
to
ing
to Wall Street wooing remove some of the existing disability payments over the disability benefits which would World War II battle of Cape
brokerage firms. And each has regulations covering banks and next three years under stricter
Esperance oo Guadalcanal.
guidelines for a savings (to the off-set your social security
come away with what it con- savings institutions.
-In 1945, the Allied Control
between
benefits and the ages
It would, for example, let government)of $35.9 million.
siders a prize catch.
in Germany ordered the
Council
I am writing for myself and which this off-set would apply. dissolution of Nazi Party after
Prudential Insurance paid savings institutions move into
There was no mention in the in$385 million for Bache Group, banks' territory to make com- four other friends who all draw
we received about
formation
Social
from
•
same
benefits
the
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disability
and
American Express about $1 mercial loans
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completel
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done
have
and
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time
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small
bonds.
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revenue
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million for Salomon Brothers.
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off-sets are effective for
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Ils
entitled to Social Security
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disability benefits on March
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By S.C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT - Viewpoint
on the constitutional amendment that would permit Kentucky's constitutional officers
to serve a second term all
depends on the old axiom of
.
whose ox is being gored.
At least that is the type of
arguments put up by Gov. John
Young Brown Jr., who supports
the amendment, and Senate
'Majority floor leader John
Berry last week in theirdebate.
debate.
The political consensus is
that Kentucky's governor has
more power than most other
governors in the nation. Since
Kentucky has a legislative session every two years, the
governor and elected officials
run the government, supposedly under the guidelines laid out
by the legislature, for the remainder of the time.
In other words, the governor
has broad leeway in his discretionary -powers, and he is the
one who determines expenditures on road projects and
many other services of government.
Sure, the legislature appropriates the money for the
budget, setting aside certain
amounts for the highway
department and other branches
of government, but most of the
time it is left to the governor to
choose the projects where the
money is spent during his term.
In some few cases, the
legislature designates certain
projects and appropriations,
but the governor, in many
cases, has the right to delay
these projects and divert the
money to others he conceives to
be more urgent for the public
good.
Any person who has made
any effort to be a casual
observer of state government
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Shock.ed

Business Mirror

Heartline

Big Changes Afoot

20 l'ears Ago
Lenning, a pilot for a
number of years, was named as
manager of Kyle Field,
Murray-Calloway County Airport, by the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board.
Deaths reported included
Jabe Knight,71, Carl Kemp,58,
Louise Speight, and Mrs. Coy
Rye,52.
The 196142 United Fund
Drive,started Oct. 9, had made
good progress, according to
Robert Wyman, fund chairMan.

Edna Darnell discussed the
regional library at the meeting
of the Kirksey School Unit of
the Parent-Teacher Association.

30 Years Ago
Murder warrants had been
issued for two men who had
been charged with the murder
of Earl Brandon on the night of
Sept. 24, 1951.
Deaths reported included J.
S.(Sammy) Wilson,80.
Frank Lancaster of Murray
was one of the committee
members that greeted Monica
Lewis, Jane Darnell, and Edmund Hartmann, movie stars,
at Paducah while they were on
a tour_ celebrating the 50th anniversary of the movie industp.
Births reported included a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Doris Harman and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Tidwell, Oct. 7, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Attebury,Oct.8.
Cap. Emery Hook, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Hook, was
stationed at Camp
Breckenridge.

Today In History

!Me"

11

4

•

World War II.
—In 1960, Soviet PremiernNikita .Khrushchev upset the
decorum of the United Nations
General Assembly by pounding on
a desk with his shoe.
—In 1964, Army forces took control in South Vietnam, ousting the
government of Maj. Gen. Nguyen
ithanh in a bloodless coup.,
And in 1978, peace talks between
Israel and Egypt opened in
Washington, under United States
auspices, amid predictions that
rapictagreement will be reached.
Ten years ago: President Nixon
announced he would make a trip
to Moscow, independent of his •
planned journey to Peking.
Five years ago: Swine flu vaccinations in 10 states were
sitpended after the deaths of
three elderly persons who received the vaccine at a Pittsburgh
clinic. .
One year ago: Officials of the
Algerian Red Cross said 1,500 per..
ifiediri an eaithq—
had devastated the city of Al
.
Asnarri. •
. Today's birthdays: Sports executive Joe Cronin is 75. Utah
Republican Sen. Jake Garn is 49.
Thought for today: Popularity?
It is glory's small change. — Victor - Hugo. French novelist.
11802-18851.

Community Events
lianday,Oct. 12

AditIt Education
Class will meet from 6
to p.m. at Calloway
County TILSchool.
Program in
Y'trematic training
for effective parenting
will start at
Psychological Center
at Murray State
University. For information call 7622505.
Mary Rowlett Group
.of Blood River Baptist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m.
Sigma Department
of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house.

7 00 9 00

2 001.1 Sun

Reservations for
ladies day luncheon
Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should
be made by today with
Vicki Holton, chairman.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Health Center,
North Seventh and
Olive Streets.
American Legion
and Auxiliary will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Hall.
Tuesday,Oct. 13
Groups of First Baptist Church Women
will meet as follows: I
with Nelle Hendon at 9
a.m. and II with
Maude Jones at 2 p.m.
Lydian Sunday
School Class of First
Baptist Church will
meet at the Fellowship
Hall at 7 p.m.

Douglas Center will
be open from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. for actiOties by
the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

Overeaters
Anonymous will meet
Ladies day luncheon
at 12 noon in the base- will be served at 12
ment of the Baptist noon at Oaks Country
Student Center.
Club with Freda Butterworth and Eleanor
Make Today Count, D'Angelo as hostesses.
support group to help Bridge will be played
the patient and his or at 9:30 a.m. with
her family cope with Daphne Kimbro as
life-threatening il- hostess.
lnesses, will meet
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Returning Students
at third floor United, a club for colclassroom, Murray- lege students over 23,
Calloway County will meet at 7:45 a.m.
Hospital.
in Room 101, Ordway
Hall, Murray State.
Ladies day luncheon For information call
will be served at 12 762-6851.

New Concord Club
Will Meet Oct. 14
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noon at Murray Country Club with Vicki
Holton as chairman of
the hostess. Susan
McKneely will be
hostess for bridge at
9:30 a.m.

Murray Lions Club
will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at
6:30 p.m.

Effie Edwards will
entertain the members
and guests of the New
Concord Homemakers
Club
at the meeting
Calloway County
Wednesday, Oct. 14, at
Schools will dismiss at
1 p.m. for parent- , 1 p.m. at her home.
The September
teacher conferences.
meeting was at the
Wednesday,Oct. 14
home of Mrs. Ray
Hazel Senior
Manley with Mrs.
Citizens will meet for
Charlie Stubblefield,
activities from 10 a.m. president, presiding.
to 2 p.m. at the Hazel
Lessons were given
Center. Free blood
as follows: "Cooking
pressure tests will be
With Wine and Serving
given.

Wine" by Opal Moody;
"Drying Fruits and
Vegetables" by Mrs.
Rainey Lovins;
"Quality Clothes and
Fall Fashions" by
Mrs. Curtice Cook.
Eight members
were present along
with four visitors,
Katie Durham,
Velmalee Rhynes,getty Blood, and Mrs.
Noel Smith, with the
latter becoming a new
member.

Club Plans Meet °

Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Harris Grove at Ellis
Center and Pottertown
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 10
a.m.; Pacers At home
of Donna Whitfield;
New Concord at home
of Effie Edwards at 1
p.m.

Members and guests
of the Pottertown
Homemakers Club will
meet Wednesday, Oct.
14, at 10 a.m. at the
Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
At the September
meeting at the
Smorgasbord, Lurene
Cooper presented the
foods lesson about
"Cooking With Wine,"

Murray Bass Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Sirloin
Stockade.

FAMILY CRUSADE uith CAPTAIN HOOK

and Payte Overcast
presented the lesson
on -Look of Fall."
Bobbie Cook, president, presided. The
devotion was given by
Louise Short. Reports
were given by Shirley
Werts and Iva Alford.
Dorothy Simon
directed the recreation.
Nineteen members
were present.

Pacers Club
OCT. 15, 16, 17 Will Meet
Donna Whitfield will
7:30 P.M.
OCT. 18
11:00 A.M.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Highway 641 South

Murray, KY 42071
William Cox, Pastor

Phone 435-4331

moo.•is
SIRLOIN SMICADE.

be hostess for the
meeting of the Pacers
Homemakers Club on
Wednesday, Oct. 14, at
her home.
The September
meeting was at the
home of Susan Griffin
with Maxine Scott
presenting the lesson
on "The Look of Fall."
Chairman were
selected for the new
season and plans were
made for the
Christmas party.
Eight members
were present. Cynthia
Daugherty was a new
member.

Your individual
Hoioscope

FOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 13,1961
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign_
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VA
Your dash and vigor brings
admiration from others. Enjoy recreational pursuits.
Close friends are the source of

much happiness.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20to May 20)
Curb a tendency to slack off
on the job. Avoid escapism,
for the late afternoon will bring a genuine opportunity for
good times.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Good fellowship marks the
day. Speak up at group
meetings. Plan a special evening with a close friend.
Capitalize on your creative
gifts.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) Se
)
Keep career expectations
within reasonable bounds,
even though it's a good time to
go after what you want. Initiative brings revenue.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Others are prone to exaggerate. Make plans for travel
or school. Don't be careless

n•fer-

412,RIci.z
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with details. Enjoy popularity
at a party.
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) IV
Money can come and go

quickly now. Be alert for
chances to improve income,
but don't let expenses
escalate. Safeguard your
assets.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
'You can overdo the
togetherness theme now.
Mingle with others to keep
your relationship vital and exciting. Seek mental stimulation.

Ari

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) IniellikC
You'll meet with new work

opportunities, but you must be
sure to complete current
assignments. Evening hours

accent privacy.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.71)
Social life is active, but be
careful not to keep others
waiting. You're popular now,
and friends will bring you
desired benefits.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
There's plenty of activity on
both the career and domestic
fronts. Afternoon hours bring
the chance you've been
waiting for.

efIVO

HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
son has aplastic anemia. I
would like to know if there is
a vitamin he can take that
can help him feel better.
What about B-12 and vitamin C? Will these help him
or will they hurt him? He
gets platelets twice a week
and blood if and when needed.
DEAR HEADER
—
Aplastic anemia refers to a
lack of normal blood cell
formation by the bone
marrow. Sometimes the
marrow is infiltrated with
fat cells. The marrow produces red cells, white cells
and platelets. The latter
small cells are important in
starting the normal blood
clotting mechanism.
As a result, aplastic
anemia may cause a
decrease in red blood cells,
white blood cells and a low
platelet count. The latter
may lead to a tendency to
develop small bruise spots
or frank bleeding. Bleeding
from the gums is common.
The small bruises or hemorrhagic spots are not dangerous but if the bleeding problem progresses and a person
loses significant quantities
of blood, then it is difficult
for the poorly functioning
bone marrow to replace the
needed blood cells.
Most anemias are really

Monday & Tuesday

Chopped Steak $299
$329
Club Steak
All Dinners Include Fries Or Baked Potato

All You Can Eat Salad Bar,
And Texas Toast

With
Salad Bar
With Salad
Bar
Refills on
Coffee, Tea
Soft Drinks

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK $299
With Salad
Bar

SIRLOIN TIPS

$329

•

With

Solod Bor

USDA Choice Beef Cut Daily
•

FOR CARRYOUTS
ON EVERYTHING
CAL,

dtb

751
Bel Air Center
On 12th St. Murray, Ky.
"Best Beef In Town and
Thats No Bull."

Does God
gofishing
On Sunday?
Of course. He's also on the golf course. And He's in church,too.
God is wherever we want Him to be when we need Him. Can
you say the same? Are you available when He needs you?
We often hear. people say, "I can find God out there on the
lake quicker than in a stuffy old church." But how often does a
fisherman search for God once the fish start biting? He's
there, but have you really looked for Him or talked with Him
out there? Maybe you were too busy changing that purple
worm to a spinner bait.
To relate to God, to really feel his presence and the, meaning
of the community of faith, it's necessary to build the proper atmosphere and state of mind. Let's face it, on the lake or on the
golf course we're just too preoccupied to seek God out.
Church is the place for true communion with God. At the
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we have communion
services every Sunday and we invite you to join us and share
----this..gierierice with us.
be thei•e-.41t11
-A'''.
•

The First Christian Church
Open
Sun-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. & Sat. 11-10

North of the
' sqUare on Fifth Street'd
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Relations with others are
very cordial. Travel and distant matters are highly
beneficial, but make sure arrangements are carefully
planned.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Go all-out in business. Contact those in a position to help.
Some receive recognition.
Don't let financial luck lead to

X"

extravagance.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and practical.
You often gravitate towards
the business side of art. Interior design, jewelry, antiques and art dealing may appeal to you. You often experiment before settling on a
career. You'd make a fine
manager, but must guard
against being dictatorial. It is
important that you like your
work, otherwise you may Irift
through lack of motivation.
Real estate, engineering, architecture, music, writing, acting and sculpture are some of
the other areas that offer you
fulfillment. Birthdate of: Eddie Matthews, baseball star;
Yves Montand, actor; and
Burr TilLstrom, puppeteer.
© 1981 K Features Syndicate, Inc

Aplastic anemia

caused by a failure in me
ability of the bone marrow
to produce cells fast enough
to replace those that are
destroyed. This is explained
more fully in The Health
Letter number 4-3, Understanding the Anemias, which
I am sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
The balance can be upset
by loss of blood as is common in women in the
childbearing age, or by failure in production as occurs
in aplastic anemia.
There are many causes of
aplastic anemia, including a
reaction to drugs and chemicals. In some cases it may
be a form of allergy to one's
own blood-forming tissues,
which we call an auto
immune response. In many
cases the real cause is never
established.
Treatment is often difficult, depending on how
severe the case is and what
is really causing it. I wish
vitamins*ould help but providing more than the normal
nutritional requirements
won't. It won't help to give
your child large doses of
vitamin C or 8-12. He will

Free Banquet Facilities

Weekday Specials

!twain&

need and should have careful, regular medical supervision with particular attention to any infection, even a
cold, that he may develop.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
mother died several years
ago of cancer of the liver.
When I mention what
mother died of people get a
funny look on their face and
say, "Oh, you mean
cirrhosis." I tell them "No"
it was cancer and they say it
is the same thing. Mother
never had a drop of liquor in
her life so when they insinuate that she drank it makes
me angry. Can you please
explain the difference?
DEAR READER — A
person can have cancer of
the liver just as one can
have cancer of the breast or
cancer of the lungs. Cancer
can develop from any tissue
or organ in the body and it is
formed from the cells that
start growing wild in a disorganized manner. Or cancer may spread from other
organs to the liver.
Cirrhosis is scarring of the
liver, which deforms it and
affects its ability to function. About 40 percent of the
ople who have cirrhosis
OT have it from alcolti
but rather from complic._:
tions of previous hepatitis,
blockage of the bile ducts in
the liver or other diseases.

r

(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN)

Tennis Play Tuesday
Group C of the
Ladies Tennis of the
Murray Country Club
will play at 9:30 a.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 13, at
the club.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One — Deanna
Parker, Leisa Faughn,

Ann Uddberg, and
Cathy Young.
Court Two — Cathy
Mattis, Carol Waller,
Renee Wynn, and Emmy Edwards.
Petsons needing a
substitute may call
Margarita Marsden.

BLOOM' •
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For tInat special occasior
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Overcast-Sykes
Wedding Nov. 7
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M.Overcast of
Hazel announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Brenda Ruth, to Carl Shea
Sykes, son of Joanna
Sykes and the late Max
M. (Buddy) Sykes of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of
Geneva King of Hartsville, S.C., and the
late John King, and of
the late Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Overcast. A
graduate of Calloway
Cohnty High School,
she attended Murray
State University. She
is employed at Dees
Bank of Hazel.
The groom-elect is

Xi Alpha Phi
Plans Events

Declarer makes the slam
if be plans aheads fnr an end
play The club ace wins the
first trick and a club is

-Popular opinion is the
greatest he ii the world —
Thomas Carlyle

the grtintbon of Mr.
and 'Mrs. Wendell
Allbritten of Murray
and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. M. M. Sykes. He
graduated from
Calloway County High
School and attended
Murray State University. He is selfemployed.
The wedding will be
solemnized Saturday, -...
Nov. 7, at 6:30 p.m. at
the Hazel Baptist
Church. A reception
will follow in thefellowship hall of the
church. •
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.

.Brenda Ruth Overcast
To Wed Carl Shea Sykes
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%web rats
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ruffed A low trump is led to
dummy's nine and another
club is ruffed. Another
trump is led to dummy's
and a high diamond is
. Another club niff
eliminates that suit and the
stage is set to trap East. A
low diamond is led to dummy and dummy covers
whatever card West might •
play. East wine the trick but
he is now out of safe leads.
He musk lead a red suit to

-If the play of .todat's
intriguing slam deal were
left to popular opinion, the
most common result wquld
be one down. Making the
slam requires a little more
effort than most might be
willing to expend.
The most popular line of
play is to win dummy's club
ace and draw two rounds of
trumps.- Next a diamond is
led to dummy's king in
search of a singleton queen
and a club is ruffed back to
declarer's hand.. The diamond finesse loses to East's
queen and another club
forces declarer to ruff
again. Another diamond to
dummy's ace falls to bring
good news and all is left to
the heart finesse. This fails
also and the slam goes down
one. Not a bad line of play
but who ever said that popularity is the kez to small
slams?

Neel
l'110%.1

Opening lead Club king

surrender a free finesse and
declarer has his 12 tn.*,
and a well earned slam
BM with Cars

,1.
South bolds
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•K965
•J101142
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•Q 10 II 7
49665
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•AQJI0174
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ANSWER: One no trump.
non-forcing Do not bid two
clubs because a change of
suit will force opener to bid
again
Send bridge geestions to The Area
P 0 Box 12343, Deltas Texas 7222S
with self addressed. stamped ',metope
for reply
Caperighit 1811
I mug rosier, Svedocato

Vulnerable. East-West
Dealer. South. The bidding

Beck A. Murphy. Completes Recruit Training
Marine Pvt. Beck A. Island,S. C.
Murphy,son of Paul E.
During the 11-week
Murphy of Box 35,'New training cycle, he
Concord, has corn- learned the basics of
battlefield survival.
pleted recruit training He was introduced to
at the Marine Corps the typical daily
Recruit Depot, Parris routine that he will eri-

perience during his
enlistment and studied
the, personal and professional standards
traditionally exhibited
by Marines.
He participated in
an active physical con-

The Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi started the 1981-82
year with two
September meetings
which were devoted to
planning activities and.
projects for the nextfew months.
Several moneymaking projects have
been adopted, the proceeds of which will be
donated to TIKIMAST. Raising money
By Abigail Van Buren
1981 by Universal Press Syndicate
for this military
helicopter. ambulance
service will be this
DEAR ABBY: Some time ago,the "Tattooed Man" wrote
year's service project
you, explaining thP grief his self-inflicted tattoos had
around which all the
brought him.
Chapter's interest and
Thousands of teen-agers have engraved themselves with
tattoos, often as a symbol of gang identification, and later
efforts " will be
wish there was some way the tattoos could be removed. As
centered.'
you advised the "Tattooed Man," a plastic surgeon should
being
are
Plans
be consulted. Most teen-agers, however, cannot afford a
made to organize fund
surgeon, and for years thg.marks proclaim their
plastic
raising activities duryouthful indiscretion and gang affiliation.
ing Murray State
Now in the•San Fernando Valley, there is a unique
University's
project, sponsored by the Los Angeles County Medical
Homecoming Parade
Association and Juvenile Justice Connection Project,
and the Christmas
whereby teen-agers cart have gang-related tattoos removed
without cost. As the plastic surgeon who performs the
Parade.
surgeries, I have seen several teen-agers have their lives
The Baby Contest
literally turned around after removal.
sponsored by Xi Alpha
For further details about our anti-gang project that offers
Phi in September was
free
surgical service, please contact me by writing in care of
a great success. The
Juvenile Justice Connection Project, 6857 Lennox Ave.,
the
Chapter members exVan Nuys, Calif. 91405.
pressed their apKARL N. STEIN, M.D. F.A.C.S.,
preciation to everyone
SHERMAN OAKS, CALIF.
who helped, and a
DEAR Mr STEIN: Your unique project deserves
special thanks goes to
this nationwide publicity. I hope it inspires other
the local merchants
plastic surgeons around the,country to initiate
who donated gifts for
similar programs.
the winners.
Officers for the 1981*•
82 year are: President, "—..,EAR ABBY: My only granddaughter has been taking
Sylvia Thomas; vice
shciwrrs after dinner with her father ever since she was a
president, Edna
very young child. She is now 7 years old, and her father still
Vaughn; treasurer,
calls her when he's ready to shower so she can join him. I do
not approve of this closeness, and feel that a 7-year-old girl
Sue Brandon; recorneeds her privacy.
ding secretary, Eva
This situation has been upsetting me. I've discussed it
Crank; corresponding
with my daughter and she suggested that I write to Abby
secretary,Linda Fain;
and ask how you feel about it. I am waiting patiently for
and ertension officer,
your reply.
Linda Rogers.
GRANNY

ditioning program and
gained proficiency in a
variety of military
skills, including first
aid, rifle marksnianship and close order
drill. Teamwork and

emphasized
throughout the training
cycle.
A 1981 graduate of

Calloway County High
School, Murray, Ky.,
he joined the Marine
self-discipline were, Corps in Mrarch 1981.

Surgery Wipes Slate Clean
For Marked Teen-Agers

DEAR GRANNY: I agree with you. Your granddaughter should have quit showering with her father
three years ago.

it DIET
CENTER.

DEAR ABBY: Bless you for rerunning that wonderful
patriotic poem, "If God Should Go on Strike." I had copies
made and have sent them all over the 1!};.A and Canada
CECIL IN VERMONT

START OUR PROGRAM
BEFORE HALLOWEEN
AND YOU CAN LOSE

DEAR CECIL: Thanks, I needed that. Read on for
the flip side:
DEAR ABBY: I beseech you to stop featuring such insipid
poetry as "If God Should Go on Strike." It was had enoughseeing it in your column (-nee, but twice was almost too
much to bear. Believe me, Abby, these flea-brains who
request reruns of such tripe are in the minority.
And while I'm writing, I implore you not to devote an
entire column to one subject like drunk driving. No drunk is
ever going to make it through an entire column in the first
place!
What I want is letters! As many as you can cram into your
space, which should be twice as long as it is.- And I want
these letters sensational — drugs, illicit relationships,
cheating spouses, etc. This is the stuff I wake up for! Please
Abby, I write this on my knees. Sign me...
DISGUSTED IN I..A.

BY THANKSGIVING

AND 30 POUNDS
BY CHRISTMAS!

CALL TODAY
INTRODI

OH A 1 HI 1
TORN (

1 1

Al

DIET
CENTER,

• * •

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 00250.

1

Birth Announced
mother is the former
WILLIAMS BOY
Regina Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. David
Grandparents are
Glynn Willians, Rt. 1, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Murray, announce the Williams of Murray
birth of a son, Michael and Mr. and Mrs. BobDavid, weighing seven by Cunningham of Rt.
pounds nine. ounces, 1, Dexter. Great
measuring 20 inches, grandparents are Mr.
born Monday,Sept. 78, and Mrs. Reginald
at 12:45 p.m. at the Williams and Mrs. Iva
Murray-Calloway • Stone, Fulton, and Mr.
County Hospital.
and Mrs. Garnett CunThe father is ningham and Mr. and
employed at Fisher- Mrs. Hayden Bogard,
Price Toys. .The Rt. 1, Dexter.

15 POUNDS

lop the fall
off with ...

Cherry Branch
Beaut Clinic U')
Si,

"That' the way
you want

Pants,

Sweaters
Et Skirts,
3/389

Coupon

-

DRY

cLeaneks
Central Shopping Center
Open 7:00 ani
to 6:110p.ne

Shirts
Laundered and
pressed to
perfection

Shut

1 Ou're Cordially Invited
To our Free Make(her Clinic

Blazers

Coll The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for an appointment Hours I
5 Thursday & Friday — 753-8272
YOU'LL LEARN the skincore pion that's perfect for you by octuolly using the products chosen for your special needs
YOU'll DISCOVER how to apply the nesyesi makeup look by doing
your own makeup under the expert guidonce of Our liscensed
cosmetologist.
The look you oChieve will be the one you'll wont to recreate again
and again. . when you wish to be your most glowing self
Coll now or stop by the cosmetic counter for- your ippp000rrient
•
lgiorious new you..

144e°.ticf*
• from

Si

folded or
on-'.

.9
511!)
Goad Oct.13-14-11
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UTTLETON:5)
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WV, Soils CO
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ItiAtzMAST
1122 1.26
Vlasic Kosher
& Polish Dill
Pickels-46 Oz.

1.38

Ultrex Cartridge
.5 Cartridges per package

Lysol Liquid
Cleaner-28 Oz.

'Limit 2

'Cuts grease

'Choose from Kosher dill
or Polish dill

•Disofects.as c:eatis
•Deodorizes
•Lim12

*Limit 2

22
'mor

.-rotects

• an be uS1,
astics
nyls
•-eg 253

1

Sale Continues Thru
Wednesday In

Murray,KY

Save 16%
Corning 3 Piece
Bowl Set
.1 1 1/2„ 21/2 Quart bowlsFireside
*No 95-5'Peg. 593

12.94

U.S. Hwy.641 North and
Betake Shopping Center
South 12 Street
Open 9 A.M.-9 P.M., Mon.-Sat.

Super ValUe
Betty"G" CookerlFryer-51/2 Qt.

*Polished aluminum Cooking walt-automatic .t.,gn
light 'Easy to handle deep try basket'See through
oven proof glass-lid •Instructiv.e guide plate
*No. CF-53

Sunday 1 -6

:veryd
Life-L11
21 Inch

"UV grE
°No J48f

Save 1.96
Misses & Full Figure
Woven Tops
'Poly/cotton
*Choose from assorted styles
in stripes and plaids
*Sizes 8-18 8,18-44
'Reg 896

$7

Save 1
Libeq
Toddlf
Overal
•Fe•

a'u'e
e•

•B
O Deri. fr

•S zes'
•Reg
$

Super
Lante
with E
.Floanng

Save 1.94
Ladies Wide
Sweep Gowns •
•100% Nylon Tritobal "Sizes S-1.4-1.•120 -144
Sw,eep•Assogel pastes*Reg 7 94•

Save 1.88
Misses Dresses
•100% Polyester •1 & 2 Piece styles'Choose
from a selection of pleated styles, jacket dress
with contrasting trims'Choose fromin assortment
of rich talicolors •Sfie .$9-18 *Rea 0.88 •

12

'6 volt
*Great fc
use st\JI

Save 3.94
Junior Fashion Pants

'Poly/cotton/wool tweed blend
'Choice Of belted & unbelted trouser styles
.
•Chobse from amp ottashion colors
..'_Saes 3-13'Reg.15.9,4

Shop Wal-Martfor superlow discount prices
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REACH

PRAIA

87°

OIL
FILTER

Roach Toothbrush
•AQult size'Choice of medium of soft textures

Import Filters

2.64 Reg 3 44

)6

140z.

beautifies
A on at
ibbers and

2.24

*LIMN 2

2.86

Domestic Filters
Reg 2 84

Everyday
Low Price
Uno Card Game

Save Op To 23%
Fram Oil Filters

'Choice of domestic or import filters
•T raps harmful particles
'Protects new car filters
*Domestic filters fit most American cars & pickups
'Reg 284-3 44

germairw,111011P
""
11

Tc-Air

*2 to 10 Playets
•A family card game with
the element of surprise
'No. 1001

•

- V

it'

12.96

.‘

ay Low Price
Ke Boston Fern

en designer silk foilage
101

Super Savings
Corduroy Bedrest

Corduroy covered.
'
.141
/
2x141/2 Inches waited edge
'
Choose from gold. brown, cognac or camel
'No 6133

Twin Size Reg. 29.96

24.

9.96

Full Size Reg 39 96

32.93.
42;93

King & Queen Size Reg 49 96

Save Up To 7.03
Trim Comforter & Shams
.100% Kodele polyester filled

Shims Reg 696

*Matching standard sham
*Floral print on candlelight background

5A3WI

Save 2.80- - - 5 Piece Bath Set
•100% Polyester

'Set includes bath rug controur rug lid cover
tank covet, tank top
"Choose from brown. It blue. yellow.'Cliege
and rust'Reg. 12 76

Everyday Low Price
Pretty Cut & Grow Doll
•13.4" Tall
'Hair can be grown, cutand styled
over and over again
'Doll comes with replacement hair
SCISSOTS. 2 barrettes comb
2 long ribbons and instructions
*No 21000

4„.7E

Vh
ac

Buy
Now and
Save!

?,88
rir
Is

()non'
, two front
two back

7.76

r.f-ppered pouch
ue
34
88

4

Save 2.1.84e
Dukes of Hazard Country Guitar

*Colorfully decorated with "Duke" of Hazzard theme
.6 Nylon strings with friction tuning pegs'Hi-impact polystyrene
*Ages 4 and older *NO. 1608 *Reg. 9.94

RATOVAX
1
ialue

i4ttery

Oreakable lantern
round the house
L295S

AA

4.Save 1.18

Sharp Stick Knife Sharpener
'Sticks made of Alumina ceramic *Will sharpert'
all knives including stainless *Makes everyone an
•
expert *No. SS •Resii_.5.84
•

very day!

•

Everyday Low Price
12-Inch RCA Black & White T.V.
'Contemporary styled cabinet of durable plastic ivitri a
molded-in carrying handle'Deluxe walnut-finish *100% Solid
stale ChaSSIS'One-set VHF fine tuning 'Dual function, Single
rod VHF/UE.8(4.nm'Fast warrn.up picture
- •
tube *No. AFR1Z1W

ADVIERPIED MEIMMAKIIIE POUCY--ft ois intonton
womialtr'
-sloe part apfeissee tem in**,hasmor, NW,ts on,unforeseen Mar
nan s Ron
owdess. Wi-tert
iisum•not inelles
Chick on 'punk for Me warctenise is to purchred st 11, ul, prto
atilnever twilble, or of Id you Wrair Ion al commas',ductal in
OHM. Weflora Itsilght*Ind omen

MasterCard

WALTIVIMIT

••

Sports

•
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Racer Intimidation
Causes Missed FG's
•

LOOKING FOR ASSISTANCE - Murray State backup quarterback and place kick holder
Mike Borowiak (left in white jersey) tries to shed a Pacer defender in Saturday's game at
Martin,Tenn.
—Staff Photo by John Salerno

Pleasant
Colony
Will Not
Run Again
NEW YORK(AP) —
Pleasant Colony, winner of the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness,
will not race again, according to owner
Thomas Mellon
Evans.
In announcing the 3year-old colt's retirement from racing
Saturday, Evans said
the $500,000-added
Jockey Club Gold Cup
would have been his
last start. The colt
missed the Gold Cup
JUST MISSED - Murray State's Ronald Hopkins (48) barely misses
because of a minor left
this touchdown pass to Dwayne McKinney (24), which turned out to be
leg injury sufhind
night.
the
of
the only Pacer score
—Staff photo by John Salerno fered during a workout
Thursday, according
to trainer John
Campo.
Pleasant Colony
earned a start in the
Kentucky Derby by
winning the Wood
Memorial last April.
He followed his Derby
victory with a win in
BLOOMINGTON, Chris Bunyan of Mur- Is rth at 106 and the Preakness but
Ind. (AP) — Simon ray State, who led for W tern Kentucky was missed the Triple
Cahill of Western Ken- most of the race, was fift .t142.
Crown when he finishtucky has captured in- second at 30:15.
ed third in the Belmont
hnson gave Stakes June 6.
Ashle
dividual honors and
Indiana had the low Western Kentucky a 1host Indiana University earned team honors score of 63 in the 10- 3 finish in 30:30. He
in the Indiana Invita- school team competi- was followed over the
tional cross country tion. Illinois finished finish line by Gary
LEXINGTON, Ky.
second at 73. Murray Ribbons of Murray
meet.
Cahill won the 10- State, which placed State at 30:35, while (AP) — Jockey Pat
kilometer race Satur- two runners in the top Indiana's Robbie Day snuck Ironworks
opening
day with a time of 30 five, was third at 101. Pierce was fifth at through an
and the
rail
the
along
minutes, 2.15 seconds. Marquette finished 30:37.
colt put his head in
front at the end in win1140
‘
..
ning the Fayette Handicap, the season\*0
opening attraction at
Try Us!
Keeneland Race
Course.

MSU's Bunyan
Takes 2n

I
.

1

Jackson is eligible
for free agency at the
end of the season.
"This team is not going to play three bad
games in a row," added Jackson. "The
talent is too good. I
didn't want to be part
of a club that lost three
in a row. What he
(Steinbrenner) said
didn't have to be said.
The pressure was on
us anyway."
Steinbrenner had
particularly singled
out Yankee catcher
Rick Cerone in his
Saturday tirade, leaving him in tears, and
ironically it was none
other than Cerone who
delivered the gamewinning run Sunday
night with an RBI

r

30 lb. Bo

$ 21x

.... .36 Covet 6 lb. Box

99 1

$9291
Il

6 Choice Full 40-60 lb. Avg.

1 Beef Loins
II 011erter Pound Pure
I Ground Beef Patties

90% Steak Us.$1 99 I
988
14 lb.$1

022S Lb. To 325 Lb.
jSides of Choice Beef
t

j
r

4

I

Re-Opened With
All New Games

Guaranteed Tender

E

No Otero* For Cretin', Wropeing
8 Freezire
A .--

P

P

0

-

lead. Oscar Gamble
followed with another
homer to give New
York a 3-2 lead and the
Yankees were off and
running.
"George said yesterday that we would embarrass tlie New York
Yankees if we lost
three straight," said
Jackson. "That really
hurt. If I don't play for
them any more,I don't
want to leave with that
on me. That was
paramount."

Frosty Acres Speckled

1 Butter Bean
I Frosty Acres
p Corn Dogs

-

By The Associated Press
When the weather
turns cool, Reggie
Jackson gets hot.
The aptly-named
"Mr. October" lived
up to his title with a
clutch two-run homer
that helped the New
York Yankees beat the
Milwaukee Brewers 73 Sunday night in the
final game of the
American League
East playoffs.
That put the
Yankees into the AL
championship series
against the
West-winning Oakland
A's starting Tuesday
night in New York and
completed the playoff
picture for the two
league titles.
Earlier Sunday, the
Los Angeles Dodgers
defeated the Houston
Astros 4-0 for the National League West
championship and the
Montreal Expos
blanked the
Philadelphia Phillies
3-0 in the East. They'll'
start their five-game
series Tuesday night
in Los Angeles.
Jackson, who has hit
16 post-season homers,
smashed his second of
the Milwaukee series
in the fourth inning to
wipe out a 2-0 Brewer

I

Frozen Vegetables

a

$1

Wholesale & Retail Meat --7-1

%, GIBSON HAM,C0.1
vA

vi, 1117 N. 3n1 St.
41ki .

N.

f

Komi 757- 14111
1101115;7:00-5:110 Men.•In.

We kap Feed
ROMPS

i

J

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray." .!•

.1111111111111111IMIIII MIN

illiirlib'

half, but it came when in-bound.
With :20 remaining
it counted as they took
the half, Greg Lanin
re4:03
with
ball
the
maining and made two caster split the posts
first downs on a drive with a 26-yarder to put
which ran out the the Racers on top for
the night.
clock.
Murray's first score
Another area of came in the second
preparation which quarter on a 38-yard
contributed to the rumble around left end
margin of difference by tailback Nick
was the Racers two- Nance, who outran the
minute. offense. UTM pursuit and banged his
tied the score, at 7-7 way through two
with 1:47 left in the defenders at the goal
first half. But Danny line.
Lee Johnson brought
Nance's 111 yards on
his team right back on 15 carries gave the
the ensuing kickoff Racers a slight edge
with 48-yard explosion over UTM in total yarto the UTM 48.
dage at 269 to 267.
The loss puts the
Gino
Quarterback
Gibbs then ran for a Gulf Coast Conference
first down and threw to Pacers at 2-3 overall
wide receiver Chris and 1-1 in the conBiggers for another to ference. Their next
put MSU on the Martin game is Saturday
18. Murray thought it against Southeast
had six on the next Louisiana. Murray
play as wide receiver State travels to MurJohn Walsh went high freesboro, Tenn., to
and grabbed a Gibbs play Middle Tennessee
pass and was dragged State next Saturday.
out of bounds past the MTSU is 4-2 after losgoal line. But an of- ing 23-7 against
ficial ruled Walsh Eastern Kentucky last
didn't get a foot down Saturday.

Cool Weather GetsJackson Hot

Wizzard's Cave

4.

We Still Have A Good Selection of

Ill
1

We Sell
Nothing But Modest

BY JOHN SALERNO committed turnovers,
preparation in several
Sports Writer
turned out to
areas
MARTIN, Tenn, Racer fans uncrossed provide the winning
their fingers and settl- edge.
ed back ih their seats By making luck,
Saturday night as they Beamer was referring
watched Murray State to the pressure put on
emerge a 10-7 victor UTM kicker Ryan
after UT-Martin miss- Gehrts, who missed ated three field goals in tempts of 32 and 39
yards. After viewing a
the last quarter.
film of the Racers
The win was the defense against Marsixth straight for the tin, the coach said
nation's top-rated defensive back Ronald
Division I-AA team as Lee Hopkins would
it moves into the se- have blocked the second half of its cond field goal attempt
schedule undefeated. had it been straight.
Two MSU turnovers, The kick went wide
a fumble and an in- left.
terception, set up Beamer added that
Pacer scoring tries in Hopkins broke through
the fourth quarter, and the Martin protection
some thought Murray on the last field goal
State was lucky to pull try and intimidated
it out. But one fan after Gehrts into missing it.
the game defined luck The junior from Tipas "when preparation tonville, Tenn. has
meets opportunity" already blocked two
and Coach Frank field goals this season.
Beamer agrees with Martin's first field
that philosophy.
goal attempt was foil"You make your ed by a bad snap.
Murray then showed
luck," Beamer said
Sunday, as he pointed its only offensive
out that while his team spark of the second

Open Daily
12-12
806 Coldwater Rd.
Murray,6.

1

grounder that capped
a four-run fourth and
later added another
run with a homer in
the seventh.
— Yesterday was
depressing," said
Cerone, who admittedly got into an exchange
of'vulgarities with the
Yankee owner. "I.
thought about it, but
it's over, it's in the
past. No apologies are
necessary."
Dave Righetti and
Goose Gossage provided able relief pitching
for the Yankees after
Manager Bob Lemon
took starter Ron
Guidry out after four
innings trailing 2-0.
"When Reggie hit it into the seats that
relaxed everybody,"
said Lemon."We were
on the board and that
was the big turnaround for us."
Tommy John is
scheduled to pitch
Tuesday night for the
Yankees against
Oakland, which earlier
swept Kansas City in
the West playoffs. The
A'F figure to go with
Mike Norris.
Jerry Reuss outpitched Nolan Ryan
with a five-hitter and
the Dodgers used a three-run sixth inning
to beat the Astros for
the third straight time.
Ryan, who had pitched a no-hitter
against Los Angeles
and allowed only two
hits in his previous two
games against them,
lasted only six innings
this time as the
Dodgers reached the
hard -throwing
right-hander for three
runs in their gamebreaking sixth. Rick
Monday and Mike
Scioscia each singled
Dome a run and
Another scored on an
error.
Reuss, who worked
nine scoreless innings
at Houstgn in the second game of the
series, which the
Astros won 1-0 in 11 in-

nings, gave up singles
in the second, fourth,
fifth, sixth and eighth
innings, but on each
occasion shut down
Houston.
Ryan never has
beaten Los Angeles in
Dodger Stadium. His
record in the park is
now 0-6, including his
tours with the New
York .Mets and the
Astros.
"It's a most emotional high," said
Reuss after the
Dodgers came back
from a two-game
deficit in the fivegame series. "We had
to win three games,
and we did.
"It's a most unusual
year," Reuss said of
the split season and
division playoffs
created by the
baseball strike. "Since
we were declared the
first-half winners and
beat the second-half
winners, that makes
winning the division
all the more meaningful to us."
"It's tough to win
without scoring any
runs," said Houston
Manager Bill Virdon.
"We just couldn't get
anybody over. I think
anytime you get as
close to winning the
thing as we did, you
have to be
disappointed.
"But we just got
beat by a good club.
We just couldn't score
any runs off them. If
the Dodgers continue
to pitch that way,
nobody's going to beat
them."
No starters have
been officially announced for Tuesday
night.
Steve Rogers pitched a six-hitter and
singled home two runs
in the fifth to lead Montreal past
Philadelphia. It was
the Expos' first NL
East title in the 13year history of the
franchise.
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Walker: Bad News For Vandy
By The Associated Press
Coach Vince Dooley
of 11th-ranked Georgia
has some bad news for
the Vanderbilt defense
concerning AllAmerican tailback
Herschel Walker.
"He's just quicker
on AstroTurf," Dooley
said Saturday after
Walker rambled for
265 yards in Georgia's
37-7 victory on an
artificial surface at
Mississippi.
Vandy entertains
Walker and the
Bulldogs this week and
the Commodores'
arena also has an artificial turf.
"He had a great

game cutting back
against the grain, and
I think it's because you
can get a better footing
on this kind of turf,"
Dooley said.
Walker had 282
yards on natural grass
last year against Vandy and he needs only 85
yards in his 17th collegiate game to equal
the schoel rushing
record of 2,581 yards
set in three seasons by
Kevin McLee.
The Georgia-Vandy
clash is one of four
Southeastern Conference bouts this
week. In other league
games,Alabama takes

on Tennessee at action, Tennessee
Birmingham, Ken- State is at Louisville,
tucky visits Louisiana Southern Mississippi
State and Ole Miss is at Memphis State,
at Florida. Auburn Northeast Louisiana at
steps outside to visit McNeese and Tulane
Georgia Tech and at Air Force.
Mississippi State
Southern Mississipentertake Nand of pi, 44-1, resnains
Florida.
the area's only
The highlight of the unbeaten major colIndependent slate this lege team after the
week has Florida State Golde Eagles used
at No. 4 Pittsburgh Steve Clark's 40-yard
where the Seminoles field goal with eight
will try to record their seconds left for a 13-13
third consecutive road tie with Alabama. The
upset after downing. tie denied Bama Coach
Notre Dame 19-13 Bear Bryant his 311th
Saturday and Ohio victory in his chase of
State 36-27 the Amos Alonzo Stagg's
previous week.
record 314.
In other independent
In other SEC action
Saturday, Joe Sullivan
accounted for two
scores as Auburn won

its first conference
game since 1979 by
downing LSU 19-7,
Florida edged
Maryland 15-10, Tennessee trimmed
Georgia Tech 10-7, No.
19 Mississippi State
beat Colorado State 3717, Tulane downed
Vandy 14-10 and South
Carolina drilled Kentucky 28-14.
Other independent
action saw Louisville
edge Memphis State
14-7, with Frank Minnifield's 88-yard
kickoff return setting
up the winning
touchdown, and
Lamar beat Northeast
te Racers, Donald White 1241 and
HOLD THE MAYO - A pair of Murray
17-13 on Fred Hessen's
r sandwich out of a
a
Racer-Pacer-Race
make
to
converge
3-yard touchdown pass Neil Williams (96),
runner.
UT-Martin
to Ben Booker with 22
--Staff photo by John Salerno
seconds remaining.
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Cincinnati 19, Ohio U.9
Drake 24, Wichita St.23
Florida St. 19, Notre Dame
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Arkansas 26, Texas Tech 14
Arkansas St. 14, SW Louisiana 3
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Greenup Countian Named Outstanding Tobacco Farmer
October in an awards
program sponsored in
Kentucky by Philip
Morris, U.S.A. and the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture. Each
year the program
honors 24 tobacco
growers under age 35
from eight tobacco.
producing states to
recognize their sound
tobacco production
practices and strong
community leadership. Seven Kentucky
burley growers are
chosen each year.
Hall farms on the
family-owned rented
land 12 miles south of
Greenup near Tygart's

Ralph Hall has the
distinction of being
Greenup County's
youngest full-time
farmer. "I'm the only
man under 50 who
farms full time in the
county,"said Hall,29.
He also may be the
county's most innovative farmer, the
first to try no-tillage
corn and to bale his
tobacco. Other
farmers may think
he's crazy, he says,
but he'll try anything
once.
Hall has earned yet
another distinction. He
has been named an
Outstanding Young
Tobacco Farmer for
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Creek. He owns nearly
1,000 acres in partnership with his father,
Burtee Hall, and
leases another 100.
Besides tobacco, Hall
produces 125 acres of
corn, and 75 acres of
hay, and runs zau nead
of cattle. He has 125
brood cows and feeds
out 125 head to lowchoice grade.
But tobacco is Hall's
major cash crop and
the main source of
livelihood for him, his
wife, Sharon, 29, and
their children, James,
8, Nathan, 5, and
Rachel,2.
"We run a lot of
livestock, but tobacco
brings in more
money," said Hall.
"It's more dependable."
Hall had 19 acres of
burley this year — 12
of whia—fie grew,
seven grown by a
workhand — which
yielded an average
2,300 lbs. an acre.
Burley is part of
Hall's family tradition, as his grandfather and father grew
the crop before him.
"Ever since I can
remember, I was in a
tobacco patch," he
said. "It's part of the
culture around here.
Kids start early."
At age 12, Ball. had
his first share of the
family crop, a half.acre yielding 1,000 lbs.
By 15, he was working
and earning the profit
from nine acres and
2,500-an-acre yields.
He. continued producing burley, though not
as much, while he
earned his associate
degree in agriculture
from Morehead State
University.
His own sons, his
"shadows" as he calls
them, now help him
set plants. His wife is
involved in the entire
operation„ and is the
manager at tobaccostripping time.
Hall is fortunate not
to have the labor problems some Kentucky
tobacco farmers face.
Besides family
members, he has a
reliable source of
labor, for which he
pays $2 and $3 an hour,
and sometimes provides meals. He
employs a ,..full-time
hand,.some part-time
hands or high school
boys,and a few women
to strip the leaves.
Hall would like to ex-
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FRANKFORT— According to Commissioner of
Agriculture Alben W.
Barkley, II, the
Secretary of
Agriculture John
Block announced that
farmers can immediately enter their
1981 corn, soybean,
and barley crops into
the farmer owned
grain reserve.
Previously entered
1980 corn and sorghum
in reserve are not
eligible for re-entry,
And neither year's
crop of oats may be
entered at this time.
The U.S. Secretary
John Block's office
released this information Tuesday afternoon,October 6, 1981.
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DISTRICT DAIRY PRINCESS — Karen McKinney,daughter of Mr.and
Mrs. Robert McKinney of Calloway County, was crowned the new districtdairy princess by Velvet Alderdice at the Oct.5 dairy meeting. McKinney
will represent district dairyfarmers in state competition in Louisville..
(Mayfield Messenger Photo)

Burley Tobacco Producers
To Be Charged User Fee
FRANKFORT — A
user fee of .045 cents a
pound will be collected
from burley tobacco

Coonhound Championship
Scheduled For Kentucky
FRANKFORT —
There's probably no
way 'coonhounds could
be considered an
agricultural product,
but the Kentucky
Department of
Agriculture was
definitely instrumental in bringing the first
national professional
coonhound championship to Kentucky.
It all started, according to one department spokesman,
when Agriculture
Commissioner Alben
W. Barkley II got
recorded on television
doing his coonhound
imitation. It will end
with a national event
which could bring over
a million dollars into
Kentucky's economy.
The professional
Coonhound Association will hold its National Championship
Hunt and Sale Oct. 2224, at Hillman's Ferry

producers as of October 1, 1981, according to Commissioner Alben W.
Barkley,II.
The user fee pays for
the grading tobacco
service at the
warehouses. In the
past, the federal
government absorbed
this cost.
"The government
based the .045 cent a
pound fee on last
year's grading service
cost," said Gerald
Deatherage, who
represented the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture at the
Washington, D.C.
meeting. "A break

even accessment is the
government's goal.
Any over or under
estimations will be adjusted the next year,"
he added.
Tobacco producers
pay the user fee when
they see their tobacco.
Graders collect the
fees monthly during
the tobacco warehouse
season.

Campground, Land
Between the Lakes
(LBL), near Gilbertsville, KY.
"President _ Reagan
favors initiating more
"We elpect several
user fees so producers,
thousand participaqts
not the federal governand spectators, maybe
ment, pay for the
10,000 of them," said
grading service," said
Don Vinson of the
Secretary of
department's division
of pesticides and an
Agriculture John
avid coonhunter
Block.
himself.
Vinson said he
became involved
when Commissioner
Barkley expressed an
interest in bringing a
FRANKFORT —
not to medicate feed
national event to Ken- Unacceptable levels of
and water atthe same
tucky. "The Commis- sulfamethazine were
time and, to be really
sioner wanted to sup- found in Kentucky
safe, not to include it in
port Kentucky and the pork last month, and
finishing feed.
economy, and the situation is now
Collins added that
coonhounds seemed under investigation,
information from the
the natural thing," according to
University of KenVinson said.
Agriculture Commistucky indicates that
Following the first sioner Allen W. some management
round of the hunt on Barkley,II.
practices may be causFriday, the 14 finalists
"The regulatory acing unacceptable
will be put up for sale tion level for
levels without proat auction. Buyers 'sulfamethazine is 0.10
ducers knowingly
know that one of those parts per million, and
allowing access to
dogs will win a large the USDA laboratory
sulfa medication. Colportion of the $25,000 in Athens, Georgia,
lins Said that the UK
Top Prices Paid For
total purse when they found levels of 2.01
report points out that it
compete again on parts per million,"
takes as little as one
Saturday, Vinson said, said Ernest Collins,
gram per ton or 20
and prices are ex- director of the departpounds of a medicated
pected to be high. ment's State-Federal
feed to contaminate a
"These are not your Meat Lab in
ton of non-medicated
;35 dogs."
Frankfort.
feed sufficiently to
"We hope a lot AA
Sulfamethazine, or
cause residues.
people will come out sulfa drugs, added to
Since cross for this event," feed or water, is widecontamination of feed
Barkley said. "LBL is ly used in swine farmseems to be a major
For Fast Unloading - Courteous Service
beautiful, there are ing to promote the
contributor to sulfa
camping facilities growth and preVent "residue, producers are
there, and there's go- digease, Collins said.
urged to clean equiping to be a fish fry on The disadvantage of
ment, storage bins,
Thursday night. svf the drugs is that they
and delivery trucks
224-1661
think we'll see some must be withdrawn by
especially well after
fine dogs, and have a ,a certain time before
Mayfield, KY.
use, Collins said.
real good time."
slaughter, he said. For
Finally, in order to
e
a in p 1 e ,
prevent recycling the
sulfamethazine resulfa through the
quires a 15-day
manure, pigs
withdrawal period.
withdrawn from sulfa
Obviously, Collins
should be moved to a
said, the primary
clean pen or the pen
means of making sure
should be cleaned
sulfa levels are accepthoroughly for two or
table are to use only
three days followinf;
approved levels and to
withdrawal. Pigs can
Saturday Oct.,171 9-3 p.m.
make sure sulfa
pass sulfa in their
medi-ea_tion is
manure for several
For Those Who Try Out A Saw In The Demonstration
withdrawn 15 days
dais, after sulfa Is
before marketing.
withdrawn, Collins
Producers are advised
said.
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the other producers
selected, attend a

bills."
Besides trying to
produce and market
quality tobacco, Hall
involves himself in the
tobacco activities in
his county. He is a
member of the county
Farm Bureau,and has
been its president and
vice president.
As an Outstanding
Young Tobacco
Farmer, Hall will
receive a $400 cash
award from Philip
Morris, U.S.A. and an
expense-paid trip to
Richmond, Va., in
February for him and
his wife. While in Richmond, they will meet

Corn
Soybeans
Milo

Certified

Industrial Rd.

pond his burley production in coming
years, if he is able to
lease poundage from
other farmers in
Greenup County. "It's
hard to lease quotas in
this county,and it's expensive, because
everyone wants to
grow their own tobacco," he said.
His current goal is to
maintain his present
production and keep
down costs, which he
estimates run about 92
cents a pound. He has
adopted several innovative methods to
become more efficient
and to cut costs.
Baling his tobacco
has proved to be a real
cost-cutter for Hall. He
estimates that baling
has saved him nearly
40 percent of his labor
- costs for stripping. He
has baled all his burley
for the last three
years.
He was able to bale
his entire crop, he
said, because he picked up the unused quota
for baled tobacco in
the county when many
growers chose not to
bale.
Hall also plants his
tobacco in 12-row sections with two rows
between left
unplanted. This practice enables him to
spray the fields with a
small sprayer
mounted on the back of
a tractor, Using the
small sprayer, which
can spray six rows at
once, does the same
job and saves the expense of a large
sprayer, he said.
Leaving two rows
unplanted every 12
also allows more air
flow in the field to
reduce moisture and
help prevent the lower
leaves from falling off
the plants. can take
a three-acre field, and
leave roadways every
12 rows, and- get
almost the same yield
as I would planting the
field solid," he said.
A way Hall has
found to improve poundage is to spread cattle
manure — which he
has in abundance from
his feedlot — over the
tobacco fields twice a
year.
To prevent problems
with blue mold, Hall
uses Ridomil, which he
incorporates in his
tobacco ground.
Although it is an extra
expense many
farmers do not want to
pay, using Ridomil is
worth it, Hall believes.
"I can't take a
chance," he said,
-since I've got to have
my tobacco to pay my
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Justice's Papers To Be Dedicated
Sapreme Court Justice
Stanley F. Reed.
In conjunction with
the annual meeting of
the University or Kentucky College of Law's

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A ceremony
next Thbrsday 6"will
dedicate the personal
and professional
papers of the late U.S.

Visiting Committee,
the dedication will be
held in the law college's courtroom.
A Mason County
native, Reed served on

the Supreme Court town of Minerva,Ky.
from 1931-57. Reed,
In late 1977,some.)
who died at Long boxes of his papers
Island. N.Y. at the age were donated to the
of 95 in 1910, was'university. In addition,
buried in his native Reed's library was

Artificial Sweetners Create Controversy
(EDITOR'S NOTE
— Information contained in the following
article was supplied by
Barbara B. Shields,
consumer affairs officer for the Food and
Drug Administration's
Nashville District
Office).
Sometimes playing a
very vocal role, the
American consumer,
for more than a decade
now, has been in the
middle of a seeminglyunending controversy
over three well-known
artificial sweeteners:
saccharin, cyclamate
and aspartame.
All have received
wide publicity over the
years. All have been
subjected too long,
sometimes tortuous
review, scrutiny and
debatke by industry,
scientists and federal
regulators.
Sacchari-n, a
sweetener with no
calories, has been
around the -longest.
Discovered in 1879, it
was used initially as
an antiseptic and as a
food preservative.
Soon diabetics were
using it. However, the
canning industry
showed no strong interest until around

1907, the same year
President Theodore
Roosevelt said, "You
tell me that saccharin
is injurious to health?
My doctor gives it to
me every day.
Anybody who says saccharin is injurious to
health is an idiot."

recently given to
Kenteeky.
Sorted and
catalogued, the papers
are now available for
research work by
historical and political
scholars, said Bill
Cooper... modern_
political manuscripts
coordinator in Kentucky's Margaret I.
King Library.
Preparation of the
papers required two
full-time persons
working for a year.
'Cooper explained:
But he said the work
was well worth the effort because such
works attract major
history and political
science scholars.
Cooper also noted that
there was serious competition for the Reed
papers from Columbia
University and the
Library of Congress.
A history professor

1951.
mixture of 10 parts which is substantially
Cyclamate,also non- cyclamate and 1 part sweeter, was approved
caloric, was used saccharin.
by FDA in 1974.
widely in canned
All this halted when
However, the agenfruits, chewing gum, questions civet - the cy was cOmpelted to
toothpastes, safety and cancer- withdraw approval of
mouthwashes and in causing potential of aspartame when quesother foods. Its use cyclamate surfaced, tions were raised
boomed with the diet prompting FDA to ban about its safety and
soda craze that began its continued use in about the validity of
Roosevelt was in the early 1960's. As a 1970. The artificial the animal test data
responding to the con- table-top sweetener, it sweetener market was submitted. In July
1981, the agency again
cerns of Dr. Harvey W. was marketed under again saccharin's.
Aspartame, a syn- approved aspartame,
Wiley,then chief of the the trade name
Bureau of Chemistry `Sucaryl," and was thetic compound has thereby once again
in the Department of promoted for obese the same food value of making a choice of
Agriculture, persons and diabetics. four calories to the sweeteners available
predecessor to the Sucaryl actually was a gram as sugar, but to public.
Food and Drug Administration. Wiley
felt that artificial
sweeteners like saccharin offered no food •I Mart Sells for Less •Wdl M,1,1 srits 1,, I, •• V..11 Mar t
.•s• • VVal
S.•
value and were used
by industry primarily
because they were
cheaper than regular
sugar. Just a year
earlier, Wiley had
helped win passage of
this country's first
food and drug law.
Sacchaiin
dominated the artificial sweetener
market for more than
60 year, but was supW1 51 6F
planted by 'cyclamate
in the 1950's and 1960's.
FDA had approved
cyclamate for • commercial food uses in

Ian-MART
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from the University of
MIChillaR has already
conducted some
research from the
papers In relation to
another Supreme
Court justice who served on the court along
with Reed, Cooper
sea:
- Reed's papers join
that of other noted
public figures, such as
the late Vice President
Alben Barkley, John
Sherman Cooper,
Albert B. "Happy"
Chandler, Earl
Clements and former
Chief Justice Fred
Vinson. Also a Kentucky native.
Receiving a
bachelor's from •Kentucky Wesleyan College and an Additional
one from Yale, Reed
also attended the law
schools of the
University of Virginia,
Columbia University

• Wet

and the SUrtsinne 1 w
School in
France.
Heed practiced law
in Maysville from 1910and served two
terms in the Kentucky
House of- Represenlatives_from 191746_
He also served as
general counsel to the
Federal Farm Board,
the Reconstruction..
Finance Corporation
and was solicitor
general of the United
States.
In 1938, he was appointed by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt
to the Supreme Court.
where he served until
he resigned in 1957.
After his resignation. Reed continued to
serve as a designated
Judge in cases-the U.S.
Court of Claims and
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia.
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Man, 40, Gets

WISIOF

New Heart, Lung
STANFORD, Calif.
(AP) — A 40-year-old
Californian has received a heart-lung
transplant at Stanford
University Medical
Center.
Barry Davis, 40, of
Redwood City on Sunday became the fourth
patient to receive the
combined heart and
lung transplant during
1981 and the seventh in
history.

Davis was in critical f
condition following
surgery, according to
spokesman 'Mike
Goodkind, but his vital
signs were stable.
Mary Gohlke, 45, a
newspaper executive
from Mesa, Ariz.,
received the operation
at the medical center
March 9 and remains
the longest surviving
heart-lung transplant
patient.

W1 803F

Now in its
Second Big
Week!

Insurance Companies
To Settle With Girl
CHARLESTON,
W.Va. (AP) — A 3year-old girl will
receive up to $10.1
million from insurance
companies in an outof-court settlement of
a lawsuit filed after
her parents were killed in an auto accident.
Jackie Rogers was 2
years old on May 4,
1980, when her
parents, Charles and
Barbara Rogers, were
killed. She will receive
a minimum of $5.95
million and a maximum of $10.1 million
if she lives to be 79
under the settlement

7 Diamonds
1125 Ct. Total Weight
or 1 Diamond 1/25 Ct.
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•Reg 299 CY,
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approved Friday in
Kanawha County Circuit Court.
The insurance companies represented
Penny Kincaid, the
driver of the other car,
and Kelly Fahra, who
died in the crash, said
Rudolph DiTrapano,
the lawyer who
represented Miss
Rogers'grandfather.
Following the crash,
Miss Kincaid, who was
19 at the time, was
convicted of
manslaughter after
being found to be intoxicated, DiTrapano
said.
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Weekend Accidents Take Life of 11
SI TUATION WAN r

A triple fatality accident Sunday near
Madisonville raised
the weekend highway
death toll to hr according to state police.
The deaths boosted
the highway death
count to 650 for the
year in Kentucky,
_compared to 628
through. Oct. 11 last
year.
State police identified the victims of accident as Phillip Earl
Simms, 19; his 26year-old brother, Billy
Howard Simms; and
Billy_ Simms' wife
Charlene. All were
Central City residents.
State police said
Phillip Simms' wife,

Linda, also wat injured in the collision
on Kentucky 85, some
four miles- east of
Madisonville.
Two other people
also died in separate
accidents Sunday.
An auto left Kentucky 1057 about two
miles from Cave City,
killing -Bobby Wayne
Hall, 18, of Cave City
and a car crashed in
Jefferson County,
resulting in fatal injuries for Richard
Seewer, 52, of
Louisville.
Nark Birkenhauer,
19, of Alexandria was
killed at 2:47 a.m.
Saturday when his car
left U.S. 27 in

Alexandria.
Police said these
fatalities also, were
recorded Saturday:
.
-Logan Tolson, 68,
Paris, killed in a collision on U.S. 68 in
Mason County.
-Bobbi Moore, 20,
Burgin, died in a two-

car smashup on Kentucky 152, one mile
east of Harrodsburg.
-Sammy Mobley,
29, Mount Eden, fatally injured when an
auto left Kentucky 53,
four miles from Mount
Eden.

-Clarence 'frostier.

22, Pineville, died
after an auto veered
off Kentucky 92 at
Tinsley.
-James Richard
Jennings, 27, Eddyville, killed in a onecar smashup on US.
431at the limits of Central City.

Butcher Buys Lexington Bank

cording to a bank
Butcher's JFB
official.
Petroleum and Land
Citizens Union Na- Co. bought 67 acres in
tional Bank and Trust southeast Lexington
Co.'s board of direc-, last July and United
tors voted unanimous- American Group Inc.,
with a local developer ly Friday afternoon to a company formed to
to buy Lexington's accept Butcher's "ver- oversee his banking in- '
third-largest bank, ac- bal offer to buy up to terests, reportedly will
100 percent of the open a Lexington
stock," said William office.
E. Farra, executive
Butcher's brother,
vice president.
C.H. Butcher of KnoxThe decision mast be ville, purchased conapproved by the trolling interest in
bank's stockholders, - Bowling Green Bank
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YE5, MA'AM -IF THI5
15 THE SCHOOL FOR
GIFTED CHILDREN, I'D
LIKE TO ENROLL...

rig
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I USUALLY 6E1 A FEW
TH1N65 FOR MY BIRTHDAY
AND FOR CHRISTMAS,
BUT THAT'S ABOUT IT...

PO I THINK
I'M GIFTED?

After October Mk len.the Calagee.Arr
Ageray el Warm we atm accept rebabw
see walkabouts ben residua ef the Hee&
Deogies Inject woos.
The Ceauthisify Derieleoseoest ilea Great Pea
Sem pothisileg to sebeimalethen orewis will be closed aatas the Awe ails.
V father isferawdea is recistired, eel the Caw
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Only the
Newspaper

DRIP

NEW ARMY PHYSICAL ,
READINESS TEST. YOU
HAVE TO DO 40 PUSHOKAY
UPS IN TWO MINUTS

I... 2...3...4...5...6...7...

Cl

ONLY THE NEWSPAPER can be
saved, reread, clipped, donated,
.even
kindled, wrapped. mailed
$350.00 weekly stuffing
stuffed. Newspapers are the
- envelopes. All ages. No
independent medium
experience necessary.
WANT-A0
For information send selfaddressed stamped
CLASSIFICATIONS
envelope to: Richard D.,*
Listed here,.is a ready reference
Q.O. Box G84, Wakefield,
that will quickly help you locate
Mass..11.1880
the classification yG.i are looking
for
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
Hostess; a needle craft
receive
demonstration
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
beautiful free gifts - free
lessons in latch hook, emS. lost and Found
fh Help Wanted
broidery, counted cross-04-kt and needle point.
S. Situation Wanted
Contact Lou Stroder at
10. Bus Opportunity
,502-436-2642. Don't Miss
II. Instructions
out! Call Now! Today!
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
Moped salesperson. Must
14.Want To Buy
be. able to purchase
15. Articles For Sale
demonstrator at dealers
16. Home Furnishings
cost. Excellent potential
17. Vacuum Cleaners
university stud.ents
11. Sewing Machines
welcome. Classic mopeds
19. Farm Equipment
P.O. 40262 Nashville, Tn.
20. Sports Equipment
37204.
21-. Monuments
22. Musical
Attractive position for
21 Exterminating
man or woman of neat ap14. Miscellaneous
pea rance and good
25. Business Services
character for pleasant
26. TV Radio
work, no layoffs. Earn
27. Mobile Home Sales
ing Opportunity $250.00 to
21. Mob hiome Rents
$350.00 to start. Advance21. Hestips Cooling
ment good benefits.
le. Bosiness Rental
Education or experience
31. Want Ti Rent
not -necessary. Call
12. Apts F6r Rent
Paducah 443-6460 between
33. Rooms for Rent
.8 a.m. and 10 a.m. ONLY!
Rent
34. Houses For
Ask for Mr. Miller.
35. F814111 For Rent
WiTri at home jobs'
36. For Rent Or Lease
available! Substantial
37. livestock-Supplks
earnings possible. Call
31. Pets-Supplies
504-641-8003 Ext. 1316 for
31. Poultry Supplies
.information.
40. Produce
Al. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. tots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
411. Auto Services
Wonted for TV Com41. Used Cars
mercials. Call (210)
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
737-6072 or apply 252. Boats and Motors
5 pm only. Cable
33. Services Offered
World Productions,
54. For Trade
211 W.S6 St., Suite 5
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
D, NY.
$7•Ainkti

WE BUY

6 real United Feature Syn.:Wale Inc

Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings,etc.

I'LL PO THE OTHER
MINUTE TOMORROW

Gold&
Silver
Pawn
Shop

14-15-K2 -17-15-19-

Poo

cuAvw
YES', BUT OUTSIDE.OP
T1-405E LITTLE 714IN1GE•
/

week's
This
service special at
Rudolph Tires and
Inc.
Alignment
formerly Goodyear
Service Store
Tune Up

34.00

Alignment

12.50

Dill. lube

7.00

PISTOLS
GALORE
25
Cal. Automatic, 38
Cal. Smith &
Wesson, 9 MM
Browning
Automatic, 45 Cal.
Navy Colt.

7.65 Wolthers;

•

THE PHANn;Ymi5
RoN F/5T5 440vE
.......re•eerreetre.rete--

LIKE LIGHTNING',
P11 TLIKE THuNDER .4.8i2CrZt...."(i4447arlato.
c

54Y/A.G.

1111r-*ii

14 WANT TO BUY
If you would like to look
and feel like a new you atWitte% maple chest of
tend the Lady Love Condrawers and bed side
sultation at Gene & Jo's
table. Call 753-0760.
Flowers. Each Tues. &
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
5 ARTICLES FOR SAL
prizes.

Information on Alaskan
and Overseas Employment. Excellent income
potential. Call 1-312-7419780. Ext.6062.

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m,
753-7113

MADE BREAKFAST 50
YOUR MOTHER.
,it.s1 51-SEP
THIS
MORNING

'NOT NECESSARY,
CHIEF. NO ONE

INTRODUCED
US

I would like a full time or
part time janitorial job or
will clean house. Call 753
1979.

FOR
SALE

6 HELP WANTED

WNKJ 09.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.

2o

1

_ Reierenres.Can/53-0131.

Carter Studio

‘
4?/,0 1 09-‘9

OCT.la

Lead guitarist to join
Country rock band. 759
1799.
Will babysit in my home.

11 INSTRUCTION
etiAr Businessman We•
do commercial. erivate art lessons Experienced teacher MA.
photography
Degree in art - Children
•
a and adults Phone 753•300
Main
753-8298
4161.

NOTICE

I

6
6

dbele

. school children toddlers
753 6988.

55 pieces 4x 8 particle board; two
front end loaders.
753-5561
Do your Christmas Shot
ping early. Leathe
purses, wallets, jacket!
belts. Custom mad
minor shoe repair. Mut
ray Leather Shop, Dix
ieland Center. 759-963.3.

HOME FURNISHIN(
Hardy chrysanthemum
cushion type, many col
ors. $3.95 to $4.95. Hoff
man's Nursery 94 East_ _
Wing back chair claw fee
$100.00j, hydrolic beaut
shop chair $90.00, Hoove
mini washer $40.00, Mon
Clair stereo and tw
speakers, AM FM,recor
player, cassette need
repair $50.00. 753-006
after 5 p.m.
Stove, refrigeratoi
washer, dryer and dine
set. 498-8716.436-2805

22 MUSICAL

Your Are
Invited
To A
Litton
Microwave
Cooking School
Tuesday Night
Oct. 13-7:00

CLAYTON'S
Home Entertainmery
Center
753-7575

NEW
TALENT

/0-/2

THAT'S QUITE
A. RAIN

weekday alter
days
noons and evenings. Pre

NNW

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Search
Locates
Plane

Shopping working
mothers. Daycare Satur

4-2
Nead lead guitarist to jo
country rock band. 75
1799.
Fender Mustang electr
guitar, with case $295.0
Estroda Banjo with cat
$125.00 all excellent conc
tion. Phone 527-1729 Be
ton.

23 EXTERMINATIN

Computer programmer
BS or AA required. R PG
language. Action Personnel 753-6532.
Needed - person to do
floor maintenance, six
nights per week. $160.00
per week plus advancement, Murray area. Must
have a good working
knowledge of cleaning
chemicals and MOT
equipment. Send resume
to- 3336 Hickory View
Place, Memphis, Tenn.
38115.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dictionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-8426000. Ext.5112.

ANIMALS
NEEDED
Dogs, Cats, Birds,
Monkeys ETC for TV
Conomerciols - Coll
(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM only
Cable World Productions 211 W 56 St,
Solt* SD, NY.

Kelley's Termii
& Pest Control
24.MISCELLANEOL

•

Firewood $.25.00 a ric
436-2179.
Firewood masoned oa
and hickory cut to ordei
Bulk rates available. 75:
7585 or 753-7300.

Wood burning stove witl
fan and jacket. 21/2 year!
STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.9% 36" x 54",
$22.99. waitin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Firewood
Order now and burn'
sealoned wood this winter
436-2758. a
Lombard chain saws and,
service. Stokes Tractor,
Industrial Rd.

Custom Made rifle case,
slings, leather clothing.
Murray Leather Shop,
8 STORAGE BUILDING
Dixiel; id Center: 7599633.
All size storage buildings,
ALL fuel
carports, greenhouses; CHIMNEYS,
pipe, 6" x 30"
garages. All size - triple wall
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99
Collectors
buildings panels. Custom
installation kit,6",$29.99
-Built 753-09134. '
weapons, pistols,
.8", S4 2499. Wallin
Hardware,PariS,.T.eun.
i._SITUAT
W!TED
.11
WOod for sale
Handyman will 00 odd
ourassortment.
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489jobs, also light hauling.
2231,
Gold &
Phone /53-3810.
°
heaters'
KERO-SUN
Silver
I will ba ysit or stay with
Moonlighter, $151.99i.
Pawn
elderly people. 435-4231
Radiant 8, $162.99;
Radiant 10, $209.99;
wijI
Shop
Reliabl babysitter
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Olympic Plaza
baby sit'for-infants to two
Omini 115, $218.99;
years, day or night. Have
Open 9.a.m. to 8 p.m.
Director, $254.99. Wallin
references. Phone 753753-7113
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
8600.

•

a•

•

•

FAG& UTNE

LIKPGKIt•T1111101.410aday. Woes I2.19111

RH At.

Odell116111191
24 MISCELLANEOUS 32• APIS. F R RENf '43. REAL ESTATE
43 REAL-ESTATE
Rural mail boxed, used,
in very good condition. 85
to sell, only $2.00 each. 3
tor $5.00 502 442 1727
Warm morning coal
heater 435 4121 after 6
p.m

Two bedroom apartment
for rent, range, owe'.,
refrioerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet
No pets One year lease
and $225 deposit required
44225 per month. Phone
L7'753-2622 or 153 3865.

Wheat straw for sale 75
cents. Call after 5 p.m.
419 2381 or 489 2298.

For rent two bedroom
apartment $173.55 i
month. 13010.Peogy
Can 753-8411,
InliTrali HEATERS,
deluxe cabinet, brick. Newly decorated one
lined fire box, cast iron bedroom apartment
grates and doors, lift off $175.00 per month. Call
cook surface top, $239.99. Spann Realty Associates
Two speed blower, 159.99. 753-7774.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Newly decorate(" one
Tenn.
bedroom apartment
SPECIAL SALE - Mar- $175.00 per month. Call
ble chips 50 lb. bag $1.99, Spann Realty Associates
spaghnum peat moss 4 Cu. 753 7724.
ft. bale $7.69. peat moss,
Small unfurnished two
potting soil, top soil, cow
bedroom apartment near
manure 40 lb. bag $1.49.
Stove,
campus
COAST TO COAST Cen
refrigerator, water protral Shopping Center.
vided. $105.00 per month
Call 489-2244
Nikon 13-86 zoom lens
$180.00. Phone 527-1729
Two bedroom apartment
Benton.
close to hospital. Deposit
Firewood for sale $25.00 a required. No pets. 753
rick delivered. Call 436- 7809.
2744 after 5 p.m.
Nice two bedroom
Toshiba photo copy townhouse apartment.
machine $700 00. Call 753- Carpeted, central heat
and air, range,
0053.
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
Onion free cleaned Arthur dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or
wheat seed $4.00 per 753-7550.
bushel. After 8 p.m. call
435-4472.
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
or unfurnished.
1973 Thunderbird, Ben furnished
only, no pets.
Franklin wood stove, Adults
and deposit renever used Kenmore Lease
Call 753-9208 after
quired.
Call
washer.
automatic
4p.m.
474-8057.

26. TV pO10
REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments
CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES

33. Rooms FOR R EN

Partially furnished.
Utilities Included. 20
minutes walk from MSU,
Located 406 S. 6th. 7536988.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT
Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6

e.m.
121 between

Coldwater
1971 12440 mobile home. and Mayfield. Iwo or
S2800.00.435-4555.
three bedrooms,
irefrigerator, stove and
12x6trailer for sale. 1975 dishwasher furnished.
model, excellent Call 489-2775.
condition. Two bedroom
eight rooms, bath,
and bath 1'2. Fully House
in back porch,
screened
Brandon
carpeted. Call
garage.
space,
garden
753-9104
Dill, Dill's Tr. Ct.
d by City
remodele
Been
or nights 753-1551.
community Develop2 ment. Low income family
/
12x64 three bedroom 11
bath newly carpeted, par- wanted. Call 7513685.
tially furnished. $4500.00
Large, well-insulated,
Call after 5 p.m.753-4469.
redecorated house. Large
28 MOBILE
kitchen, built•in cabinets,
HOME RENTALS city water, garden,
garage. Near Murray.
For rent: nice two $175.00. References.
bedroom trailer, near Deposit. Couple. No pets.
Murray. No pets! 439- 753-7551.
2611.
Two bedroom house in
Extra nice two bedroom
Dexter $110.00 per month
Adults.
home.
mobile
plus deposit. Call 753-4661.
court.
kept
well
Small
753-8216
$95.00 monthly.
Home for rent in
after 5 p.m.
Panorama Shores three
Furnished two bedroom bedroom, great room,
mobile home with central large kitchen, $250.00 a
heat. $175.00 a month. month. 924-5307 or 924Brandi's Tr. Pk. formerly 5421.
Moody's call 753-8411.
Two bedroom cottage, liv Mobile homes for rent ing room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
753-3280.
Landing on the Coast
12x65 1973 furnished, cen- Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
tral air. 759 1987.
Deposit required. 502-436Two bedroom trailer for 5353.
rent. Nice furniture, front
Four bedroom two bath
porch, can have chickens
home with extra large
and hogs if you need. tol. rooms on three acres. Has
$55.00 a month. 753-6791.
all kitchen appliances
plus fireplace and garage
Trailer for rent. See $250.00 plus deposit. Also
Brandon Dill at Dill's Tr. newly decorated duplex
Ct.
on Main St. $175.00 each
apartment. Available im7. HEATING COOLING mediately. Call Spann
Realty Associates at 7537724.

37. LIVESTOCK
:SUPPLIES

Stoves and
Related Products
Lowest Prices In State
Or Kentucky
Save 50% to 80% on
this years home
heating bills
Contact Calloway Co.
Agent Steve Combs
753-4718 after 4:00
p.m. or may be seen
at Bueil Stoves on
Codiz Hwy. 68 (next
to Red Ace)
Cadiz, Ky. Phone 5226891.
BUSINESS RENTALS

One-two horse trailer.
Priced to sell. Call
daytime 753-5671, nights
753.3430
Seven month old gaited
saddle colt natural recker
$400.00. Call 753-0224 after
5 p.m.

38. PETS-SUPPLIES
Dog Obedience WorkshOp
Oct. 17th & leth with or
without dog. Covers how
dogs learn and the most
modern training techniques. How to get the most
out of your "dog dollars."
Nationally known train
ing director. Eight miles
South of Murray at Glendhenmere Kennels. 4362850.
Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753-

6577.
deposits for
AKC Registered Labor dot' Retreiver pups, solid
black. Call 7531918 cliff-

32. A

frro4 tt

Two bedroom apartment
Adults.
on South Ilth
Lease and deposrt required. Call 753-920110W
It, m

iness
linn
in
egis

er
Doberman- puppies. 759-I
4588 or 753-7637.

Four month old black and
tan miniature dachsund

for sate ,*(reglItered).
Price Is notolteble.
753 3134

U-SED-CARS

p m() station wagon
Two bedroom house for 1973 .
Fence Wei al Sears now
SUPIlt ASSYMIL Site Or rent Call 7530412 full power,
air condition. Wm inspect ono clean
Can Sears 75.3 2310 for
11011111 Yes,. ygoo am!
see
chimneys
1958
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath, good running cendition
free estirri.te for YOU'
Them sos elownetife built
in appliances Must.„1375 003 753 9673
methods of buying and
Sell $000 Cali 489 7670
sailing properly,
1976 Fora Pinto air COIXII
APPLIANCE SERVICE
however, and in many
Very nice three bedroom hon. 4 speed, good
mORE.
KEN
car
with
house
more
11,2 bath
cases they are
mileage 000ci condition
LPOOL
wHIR
in
30's
the
port Priced
beneficial to the buyer
161 4783
GHOUSE 20
WESTIN
m
Also four bedroo
and the seller than
mars experience Bobby
We ipesiellie
custom built home in
traditional methods.
HAPPer, Bob's Alablidbat
POIRAC
;VS
Walk
'Air
MT*
CantetbUry. Call 753 3903.
Service 203 ,
These olternotiee
Ctittlit
Wall Wise
*nor 75;3 am
methods -weal became
A sunny VA -teentOckediti One owner local car
limes owl weber
increasingly popular in
2 percent. Three
/
101
Guttering by Seers Sears
111111011S
the next decode As
P*11.1 rohms.
HAVE YOUR
bedroom brick, family continuous gutters ',Ivan
prices
home
1
1'
averoge
with
fireplace,
AND
room
CARE
Oldsmobile
ed per your specific a
&OYSTER
and prime mortgoge in
bath, closed garage. fenc
EAT IT
Pontloc
lions Cali Sears 753 2310
N
&
hICALPI
and
increase,
neat
yard,
terest rates
ed in back
for free estimate
TOO!!!
Coditloc
clean good location
the demand for alter
WELL DRILLING
ent
investm
sound
A
14500.00 down and a sunny
native methods of buy
1406W Mom 753.531
901-364-3476
loan Call 751 5562
that will pay for
mg and selling increase
Toy Leo
correspondingly Curitself!! Modern
Home f:r se by owner,
Barnett
50 USEOTRUCKS Professional
rently, more than 50%
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
brick duplex - 4
Grovel, Sorl
[001,
ging,
painting,
paperhan
te
immedia
n,
Conditio
estate tron
1973 internationalL farm farm buildings top. sides
rooms, bath, of all real
Lime o
redonio
Three
possession.
soctions involve one or
truck. 11 ft flat bell price Commercial or
modern kitchen
753 4776
bedroom brick over 1400 $2850.90. Call 753 6061
in
more alternative financresidential Call Tremon
me
with appliances,
sq ft. living area Fully
ing methods
Paducah
surplus Jeeps, Cars and Farris 759 1987
Phone
carpeted
ore
central heat and
that
thods
For all your upholstery
before 5.00 p.m SU 1111 -Trucks available Many
I
••.1
beneficiol to both the
needs call Wayside
central air. each
p.m.. 554• sell under S200.00 Cali
5.00
after
or
Upholstery We do fur
side. Good location. buyer and seller of pro- .7580. Ask for Ken Adams. 312 743 1143, Ext 2641
Sileetes
&
Alp
Deb
ty
methods
niture; cars, re creational
For information on how to
52,900.
.
All
of
work
House for -sale furnished purchase vehicles, boats and so
available to you
learensed. free
forth. Experienced and
or unfurnished, carpet
WAKE UP
Cal
IsIkeetes.
738.18s,
throughout, f large bedroomt
qualified in all these lineS
WITH A
SO GMC Van conversion. sr 7
and large livic Fully customized with
Many fabrics and vinyls
SMILE
room. Dining room, refrigerator, sink, stereo,
to choose from Call Evel
and
blocks
and
Concrete
In this beautiful
imbro 753
LORETTA ..10,S, REALTORS kitchen, bath room, couch (converts into
Basements, and Marie K
brick
1200 SyCOMP•
utility room and built in bed), rally wheels, driveways, sidewalks and 5361 or 753 add
home in Canter4201
lotto,ity 15.4inhxty
blocks
car garage l'
1502) 75311492
bury. Graceful stylstorm cellars 20 years
custom paint and cap
carpets
U. Look it over tains chairs. 13,000 miles.
M.S
from
ce and free We shampoo
experien
ing and custom
s,
real
reference
ed
and give me a bid No
guarante
153-5014.
5476
Reply to
estimates 753
quality can be seen
estate brokers please. 206
reasonable 759 0633
1978 Jeep Renegade,CJI P &()Lawn Service mow
NEW USING
15th, 79 4702
throughout this
low mileage 753 4647 mg, small tree and hedge
210e•
Need work on your trees'
brick,
home.
story
2
/
11
brick
lovely
Home for sale by owner
after 6 .00 p.m.
Free Topping, pruning. Oa()
trimming
Delightful floor sq. ft. of living space, 2
16 m iles south of Murray
ass Estimates' 436 2991
ing, complete removal
near Ky Lake Neat two
51 CAMPERS
plan: 3 bedrooms, acres Brown's Grove
and more Call BOVER'S
all
year
frame
MADE
bedroom
CUSTOM
AAA
den with fireplace, area. only $38,000.
TREE SERVICE,for pro
home. Three improved 1976 GMC Midas motor: CABINETS, bookcases,
fessional tree care 753
22
home
ft.
long,
excellent
formal living and
etc
and
Rental
septic
centers
separate
lots,
music
We manage
"
8536
dining rooms, and
200 amp service for condition. Sleeps SIX, Reasonable 436 2566
Property for other
247
$900000
Call
4170
used
be
can
mobile home
kitchen with cook- people for a small fee.
Johnson's Electric. Com SEASONED FIREWOOD
as added income. Only after 5.1
ing island, also has You'll like our Ser
camper.
up
pop
mercial and residential Mixed hardwoods 18" 11"
Lark
197/
$25,500: Call 436 5849.
ACDC wiring, gas installed and available $2750 a rick
new
eight,
economical heat
Sleeps
•'
delivered. Call John
refrigerator, stove and repairing. 753 7703
pump. Call today vice.
Boyer At 753 8536
S
Extra nice Phone
CYCLE
MOTOR
sink
41
for an appointment.
1
73341111
Import auto salvage parts'
489 2373.
for most foreign cars. Asphalt driveways and
.•
1978 Y zero- excellent
•
Have used tires, bat
parking lots sealed by
.shape. 753 3648 after 64
teries, etc 474 1325
Sears For free estimates
P.m.
& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
call 753 /310
boat 40 hp
1 9 7 5 3 5 0 Honda 16 ft bass
Open
.
depth
Ceramics
trailer,
Dot
Bur
Johnson,
and
road
'
combination
LE HOME
trolling motor, 900 a.m. til 10:00 p.m. MOBI underpinning,
trail Like. Excellen' finder and
ANCHORS
Classes
at
seen
Friday.
be
May
Monday
S750.00.
condition Call 4172744
roof's sealed, patio awn
and supplies. 474-2708
201S 7th,
ings, and house type roofs
Custom made leather
21/s:
Boy's Carpenter Shop. for mobile homes 753
it mhautr . 1981 24 ft. Kayot Pontoon
, hotrousers,
inkoertss
imac
Custom cabinets, wood 1873. Jack Glover
boat with motor_ Used
months, good price. Call working,furniture repair, Steam cleaning portable
ray Leather Shop, Dix formica, replace wood in motors equipment shop
ieland Center. 759 9633.
753-9572 after 430 p.m,
"Professions'lemon
vrifsThs Flies* Toot&
old cars, If its wood work floors garages house
14 ft fiberglass boat and ing call 753 4124.
siding roofs tiler shake,
trailer $10000. Call 753metal, mildew removing
BETTER BUY!!
Will sharpen hand saws, Pierceall Cleaning 753
1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass 3613.
JUST REDUCED
chain saws and skill saws. 8148 759 4.471
Supreme Power, tilt,
Good location Call 7514656.
cruise, AM FM cassette,
Will remove dead or un
rear defog, low mileage. ..ERVICESOFFfRED
close to shopping.
wanted trees Call for free
•
/53-8512.
2
/
Remodeled 11
ALCOA ALUMINUM estimates before 1 30
1975 Mustang II four Leaf Removal -• Let T & SIDING or vinyl siding 753 544
story brick home
G* West,
Call D Landscaping & Lawn and trim. Aluminum trim Will inspect and clean
cylinder, 4 speed
with b4g com436 2689
Maintenance take care of ftr brick houses. Jbck chimneys 498 8958
Young Man
fortable rooms - 2
this troublesome task Glover 753-1873.
3
iful
Beaut
la,rge bedrooms
1981 Chevy Citation 4 quickly and efficiently
K & K Stump Removal. odC
bedroom ex- speed, air, power steer Free estimates 759 1913
C lleaasnt
norrgerfrrifeareeen
a
Fi oo
down, 2 bedrooms
yOu need stumps
Do
on
home
ecutive
ing,
power
Cdlesacarpet,
brakes,
up. Located in
Home and
removed from your yard
better
Highway 94 just warranty still on it $6600 General
Hazel on a 75 x 140
Mobile Home Repair. 15 or land cleared of
437-4473
estimatesbete I
Ciof
Murray
West
stumps? We can remove deff's Carpet Cleaning,
years experience
lot, nice variety of
ty Limits.Formal 1972 Torino excellent con Carpentry and concrete, stumps up to 24" below 753
fruit trees and
9826 Experienced and
lly
mechanica
dition, good
plumbing, roofing, siding. the ground, leaving only
dining room,living $600.00.
garden area. Very
753-2615, 759-4532. Free estimates, No job to sawdust and chips Call reliable
room, den, large
Alexander Septic Tank
affordable at just
excellent con small. Days 474 2359, for free estimate, Bob Cleaning. vacuum clean
game room, 1972 Torino
474
Bob
or
weekends
4343
and
435
nights
Kemp
828,900. Take action
al
dition. Good mechanic
ed from your driveway
tastefully ly. 753 2615. 759-4532
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
2276
- call today!!
Industrial, residential, or
decoratedthrougho
commercial, 24 hour set
Owner will finance
Galax Automobile machanic
Ford
1971
For
sale
Sec
up
Clean
Misner's
ut. Private setting ie. Good tires and body, in will do work on automatic
Call f53 5933
at 10 percent. vice. Yards, basements vice
and all gasoline engineci
ient
conven
and
.
condition
running
great
and garages Clean.up
ROLLING ACRES
trucks. All work done
location. Phone Call 491-8974.
and odd lobs Phone 753
SUB-DIV.
d. Call 439-4546.
guarantee
8600 or 753 1881
753-1222, Kopperud 1975 Buick Limited, 63,000
Nice 2 bedroom
Realty in Murray. miles. $1095.00. 753 9710.
Aluminum Service Co
mobile home, some
Concrete and blocks and
HOME AND
sod vinyl
aluminum
furniture, almost
brick Basements, drive
The
Seen
You
Have
130 ACRES
ways, sidewalks and
siding custom trim
new air conditionOn The New Cars?
Prices
130 acre farm with Save SW Buy my atfantis work References Call
storm cellars 70 years
ing unit, new plumexperience and free
attractive 2 blue Trans Am only 24,000 Will Ed Bailey,
bing, new porch and
753Painting, Carpentry
estimates 753 5476
windows
home
m
Tinted
miles.
bedroo
underpinning.
E:1689
cast
full
power,
top,
t
with
minor electrical and
and several outLocated near East
aluminum wheels, tape All your plumbing and air
plumbing repairs. Call
8
only
s
by
in
building
Insulation blown
2
1
player, tilt wheel, custom conditioning needs. Alsc
Ele. School on /
Save on these high
Sears.
of
9 after 5
st
489-255
southea
miles
bucket
velour
crushed
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, bedroom cottage near
Panorama'Shores $85.00
per month. Phone 7535750.
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Mr.
Fixit

ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
gamily room,
'replace with
wood stove, heat
wnp and central
ir. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Pi-iced at
844,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
HOUSE AND 80
acres
Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
I,.

- -•
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aorta-west
ray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and.
approximately 30
acres tendable Offered at only
$62,500 through
iopperud Realty,
nt Main.
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Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Mandy Reference)

LOTS FOR SALE

WOW! Almost one acre,
mostly bankage Calloway
County, Ky. Only
$1,000.00. Write DJM P.
0. Box 391947 Miami
Beach Fta. 33139
45 FARMS FOR

Taxi Cab Service
911

SALE

-nr, lease, or sale, 80
For re
acre cattle farm near
Crossland. Also hay for
sale. Call 753-0662.
Secluded farmette with
stock barn in North
Calloway County
$25,000.00 Call after 5
p.m. 759 1644
40 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East six tenths of,
a mile blacktoppect. 13 acres
tendable, 17 timber For more
'information call ,Purdom 8•
Thurman Real 5sfafe, 713
4451; Susy Wells, 7531585 or
:eneva Giles, 153-855-7-..--Secluded farm stead 60
acresinclude marketable
timber, tobacco base.
Tobacco barn to ac
commodate 3600 sticks, 8
stall stole barns, sulpher
• good wetf:
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aripe-older farm house Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on se
Two
cond floor
fireplaces, plus electric
heat. Large kitchen, 8420
only
sun room. All this tor
155,000.00. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. for derans
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Poison
Control

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352
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Obituaries

Larry Butler Dies Today
Larry Wayne Butler,
35, Rt. 6, Murray died
today at 7 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
A 1964 graduate of

Calloway County High
School, he attended
Paducah Community
College. He was a Vietnam veteran and a
member of the

Chambers Rites Sunday
Services for William of the late Thomas JefCorbet Chambers, 71, ferson Chambers and
Rt. 3, Murray, were Mary Emeline Maupin
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Chambers.
Survivors include a
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral sister, Mrs. Lewis
Home with the Rev. (Odell) Donelson, Rt.
Elijah Salentine and 6, Murray; two
the Rev. William brothers, Robert
Salentine officiating. Chambers, Rt 3, MurMusic ,was by Nancy, ray, and Willis
'Pat, and Lana Salen- Chambers, Sterling
Heights, Mich.
tine.
Pallbearers were
Willie Harris, Royce
Harris, Lester
Donelson,- Buel
Morgan,Lestel Elkins,
and Carlos Elkins.
Burial was in the New
Jenny Ridge
Cemetery.
Chambers died Friday at 1:30 p.m. at his
home. He was the son

Dexter Man
Arrested,
Charged
Mark Hargrove, 22
Rt. 1, Dexter, was
chard Friday night
with receiving stolen
property over $100 by
Calloway County
Shefiff's officials, a
sheriff's spokesman
said.
Hargrove was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail under
$5,000 bond, the
spokesman said.
•
The charge stems
from the Oct. 5 breakin at a body shop owned by Mark Scott, the
spokesman said.

'lee Ow lionteconnag
Window Display, last
V..

Special Savings...
/f.

Eastwood Baptist
Church.
Survivors include
his widow, Dianne
Owens Butler, a
daughter, Stacey
Butler, and a son,
Michael Wayne
Butler, at home; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Carmon Butler, Rt. 2,
Murray; mother-inlow, Louise Owens, Rt.
6, Murray; a sister
Patricia Kimbro, and
two. brothers, Jerry
and Ricky Butler, all
of Rt.2, Murray.
Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will be
in charge of arrangements.

-Continuous Family SIM VICO

Since

Homecoming Mums

18.86"

.I.H.-Churchill, Ronald Churchill, and now,
grandson, Tommy Walker hove proyideda
total of 96 years of family service. Thi s
allows the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home to
arrange dignified reliable services in your
time of need.

Timmy Wellier4weer

AND UP!

Personalized

The Flower Basket

Churchill
Funeral Moine
201 S. 3rd

For All Schools
Available in Fresh or Silk.
Order Early & Get Yours $750

Open 8-5 Doily

113.2411

6091/2 So.4th

Court
Square

753-9514

Murray, Ky.

753-1713

*Free Deliver
*Free Normal
Installation
*Free 1 Yr. Parts

YOUR MONEY
GOES FURTHER
AT WARD ELKINS
MURRAY,KY.

Service

Watt Asked
To Resign
PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP) — More than 1
million people have
signed petitions asking
the dismissal of Interior Secretary
James Watt because of
his pro-development
views, the Sierra Club
says.
Larry Williams,
coordinator of the
Sierra Club's campaign to oust the
secretary, announced
the petition total Friday in a telephone
interview with The
Oregonian _newspaper
in Portland.
"The names are
coming in at a rate of
about 40,000 to 50,000 a
week," Williams said.
The Sierra Club has
about 235,000
members.
Environmentalists
are upset with Watt's
proposals on mineral
leasing in wilderness
areas, national park
land acquisition and
his stand towards
threatened and endangered species.

Stormy
Weather
A large storm
system brought
showers and
thunderstorms to the
Great Plains, while
rain- and snow were
over the Rocky Mountains and the plateau.
Winter storm warnings were posted for
parts of Montana,
Utah and Colorado.
There were numerous
showers and
thunderstorms Sunday
from the middle
Missouri Valley
through eastern Kansas and western
Missouri to west cen'- tral Texas.
Light rain and drizzle were reported over
much of the rest of the
'Great Plains, while
fair weather prevailed
..., over the ,rtst. ?file

Whirlpool
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Whirlpool

Automatic
Washer

• Water Temp Selector helps you conserve
on hot water usage • Water-Saving LoadSize Selector • 4 Automatic Cycles • Super
SURGILATOR'Agitator

Electric Models• Cool-Down Care
helps prevent wrinkles in Permanent Press •
3 Drying Temps•Large Capacity•Custom Dry
Control for Automatic Shut-Off.

FREE 6

Automatic
Washer

• Large capacity model really handles the
BIG loads•Energy-Saving Water Temp Control
• Water-Saving Load-Size Selector •Double.
Duty Super SURGILATOR Agitator

;Electric Models• Cool-Down Care
3 Drying Temps•Large Capacity•
Custom Dry
Control for Automatic Shut-Oft Hamper
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NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER

$41100
No-Frost Refrigerator-Freezer
Model EHT141JK
• 14.1 cu. ft. total refrigerated
volume including 3.45 Cu- ft.
freezer compartment
•Plated steel shelves resist
rust and stains
• No-Frost refrigerator and
freezer compartment...ends
manual defrosting

Here's additional convenience for your cooking
center. In addition to the great lineup of features,
odds the convenience of a Continuous-Cleaning
oven:Phis special porcelain-enameled interior
finish gradually reduces most oven spatters to a
presentably clean condition during normal baking or roasting operations.

Reg. $519.95

'449"
BEST BUY

Showers and
thundershowers were
forecast today from
the southern plains
and the lower
Mississippi Valley to
the northern *ins.
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